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Final Report
Kola Confinement Leaktightness

WBS Number: 1.2.2.1
For the Kola Nuclear Power Plant, Polyarnie Zori, Russia

by

James G. Guppy
Principal Investigator

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000

516-344-2698

This is the final report on the INSP project entitled, "Kola Confinement Leaktightness"

conducted by BNL under the authorization of Project Work Plan WBS 1.2.2.1. This project was

initiated in February 1993 to assist the Russians to reduce risks associated with the continued

operation of older Soviet-designed nuclear power plants, specifically the Kola WER-440/230

Units 1 and 2, through upgrades in the confinement performance to reduce the uncontrolled

leakage rate.

The major technical objective of this project was to improve the leaktightness of the Kola

NPP VVER confinement boundaries, through the application of a variety of sealants to

penetrations, doors and hatches, seams and surfaces, to the extent that current technology

permitted. A related objective was the transfer, through training of Russian staff, of the materials

application procedures to the staff of the Kola NPP.

This project was part of an overall approach to minimizing uncontrolled releases from the

Kola NPP WER-440/230' s in the event of a serious accident, and to thereby significantly

mitigate the consequences of such an accident. The U.S. provided materials, application

technology, and applications equipment for application of sealant materials, surface coatings,

potting materials and gaskets, to improve the confinement leaktightness of the Kola WER-

440/230's. The U.S. provided for training of Russian personnel in the applications technology.



Under this project, with the help of US-supplied materials and equipment, the Russian workers

were to seal Cable Penetrations, Doors and Hatch Covers, Liner Weld Seams, and Stem

Penetrations in the confinement of Kola Units 1 and 2. The Russian workers were to also apply

surface coatings to all internal compartment surfaces consisting of floors, walls and ceilings in

these confinements.

The tasks and sub-tasks accomplished as part of this activity are described briefly below:

1. Project planning. This task consists of several sub-tasks:

(i) Prepare Project/Task Information Sheet. The "Kola Confinement

Leaktightness" Near Term Risk Reduction Project originated in February 1993

with the issuance of the Project/Task Information Sheet and subsequent approval

by the Expert Working Group.

(ii) Final Project Definition and Preparation of the Project Work Plan. The

original draft Project/Task Information Sheet document was revised in October,

1993. This document defined the tasks which would be performed in order to

improve the leaktightness of Kola Unit 2.

2. Negotiate and award contract for materials, equipment, test application and training.

The specifications for the materials, applications technology and training were developed

between February 1993 and June 1993. The BNL Specification for the work was issued

in a Request for Proposals in June 1993. The contract for the work was issued to

Promatec in July 1993. This contract provided for materials, applications technology and

training for a test application of the sealant to the Instrument and Control compartments

in Kola Unit 2.



3. Test application of sealant materials and delivery of materials and equipment to Kola

NPP. The test application of sealant to improve the leaktightness of the I & C

compartments at Kola Unit 2 was performed during August and September 1993. A

leaktightness test of the two compartments was carried out, and was judged successful.

The material was judged suitable for completion of application at Unit 2. Following this

demonstration, the contract for delivery of sealant materials, equipment, training, and

technical support to Kola NPP for the completion of the leaktightness task at Unit 2 was

awarded to Promatec, and the materials and equipment needed to complete the

leaktightness improvements were delivered to the Kola NPP. The Russian workers were

trained in the materials application technology to continue the work at the plant.

4. Sealant/gasket installations in Kola Unit 2. Application of the sealants and gasket

materials in Kola Unit 2 were begun during plant outages in the time period from August

1994 to December 1994. Additional gasket material requested by Kola NPP was ordered

and delivered. The installation of gaskets and application of the sealant were completed

by May 1996.

5. Confinement inspection and integrated pressure test of confinement. Inspection of

sealed surfaces after exposure to confinement conditions subsequent to plant operations

was conducted in the Spring of 1996. A plan for the confinement pressure test was

developed by Kola NPP and reviewed and approved by BNL. An integrated pressure test

of the effectiveness of the sealant and gasket applications was performed on the Unit 2

confinement in May 1996 and a test of the Unit 1 confinement was performed in

November 1996. Copies of the integrated leaktightness tests for both units are included

in the attachments to this report.



A listing of the deliverables accomplished under this task are listed below. All of the

deliverables below and the project milestones in the Project Work Plan have been accomplished,

in spite of customs difficulties and scheduling delays with the Kola NPP plant staff.

1. Deliver sealant materials and application equipment to Kola NPP.

2. Train the Russian personnel in materials applications technology.

3. Provide a test application of sealant materials to the I&C compartment of Kola Unit 2.

4. Complete the application of sealants to penetrations and surfaces and the installation of

gaskets as identified in Project Information Sheet for the Kola Unit 2.

5. Inspect the seals at Kola NPP after exposure to plant operations.

6. Report on the pressure tests of the confinements of Kola Units 1 and 2.

There are eight attachments to this report, the Project Work Plan which documents the

authorization basis for the project (Attachment 1), two reports in the form of Foreign Travel Trip

Reports by G. A. Greene (BNL) for on-site evaluation of the progress of the leaktightness project

at the Kola NPP (Attachments 2,3), the approved Kola NPP procedural guide for confinement

leaktightness testing (Attachment 4, translated to English), the Kola NPP reports on the

leaktightness results for both Kola Unit 1 and 2 (Attachments 5,6, in Russian and translated to

English), a written request by the Kola NPP management for additional materials to further

improve leaktightness in Units 1 and 2 (Attachment 7, in Russian and translated to English), and

a written request to Burns and Roe for two manual isolation valves for Kola Unit 2 to supplement

the automatic isolation valves already installed (Attachment 8, in Russian and translated to

English). Attachments 7 and 8 represent unresolved action items which require resolution.

Action is underway by BNL to resolve these requests to the mutual satisfaction of the DOE and

Kola NPP.
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Project Work Plan

WBS Number: 2-2.1
Revision 1

January 25, 1996

1. Project Title: Kola Confinement Leakfightoess

2. Responsible Contractor: Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)

3. Responsible Individual: James G. Guppy/T. Ginsberg

4. Total Estiiaated Cost: S 876K (US Contribution)

5. Host Organization/
Primary Contacts: Kola Nuclear Power Plant; Rosenergoatom

6. Technical Objective:

The major objective of this project is to improve the leakrighmess of the Kola Unit 2 W E R confinement
boundaries, through the application of a variety of sealants to penetrations, doors and hatches, seams and
surfaces, to the extent that current technology permits. A related objective is the transfer, through training
of Russian staff, of die materials application technology to Kola NPP.

7. Scope:

This project is pan of an overall approach to Tninimiripg uncontrolled releases from the Kola NPP Unit 2
WER-440/230 in the event of a serious accident, and thereby significantly mitigate the consequences of
such an accident. The U.S. will provide materials, application technology, and applications equipment for
application of sealant materials, surface coatings, potting materials and gaskets, to improve the confinement
leaktightness of the Kola Unit 2. The U.S. will also provide for gaining of Russian personnel in *e
applications technology. Under this project, with dae help of US supplied materials and equipment, the
Russian workers will sea! Cable Penetrations, Doors and Hatch Covers, Liner Weld Seams, and Stem
Penetrations in the confinement of Kola Unit 2. The Russian workers will also apply surface coatings to
all internal compartment surfaces consisting of floors, walls and ceilings m this confinement.

8. Description of Activities:

(a) Project Planning. This task consists of several sub-tasks as outlined below:

(i) Prepare draft Project/Task Information Sheer, The "Kola Confinement Leaktightness"
Near Term Risk Reduction Project originated in February 1993, with the issuance of the
Project/Task Information Sheet on February 24, 1993. This project definition was
subsequently approved by the Expert Working Group for this work.

(ii) Final Project Definition. The original draft "Project/Task Information Sheet" document
was revised on October 18, 1993. This document defined the tasks which would be
performed in order to improve the leaktightness of Kola Unit 2.

(iii) Prepare the Project Work Plan. Updating of the Project Work Plan will be done, if

- 1 - KOLA LTI.PWP



necessary, because of cost, schedule or scope of woric changes.

(b) Negotiate and award contract for materials, equipment, test application and training. The
specifications for the materials, applications technology and training were developed between
February 1993 and June 1993. The BNL Specification for the work was issued in a Request for
Proposals in June 1993. The contract for the work was issued to Promatec in July 1993. This
contract provided for materials, applications technology and training for a test applicairion of the
sealant to the Instrument and Control compartments in Kola Unit 2.

(c) Test Application of Sealant Maierials and delivery of materials and equipment to Kola NPP. The
test application of sealant to improve the leakiighmess of the I & C compartments at Kola Unit 2
was performed during August and September 1993. A leak tightness test of the two compartments
was carried out, and was judged successful. The material was judged suitable for completion of
application at Unit 2. Russian workers were trained as applicators :o continue the work at the
plant.

(d) Award contract for delivery of sealant materials, equipment, training, and technical support to Kola
NPP for the completion of the leaktighmess task at Unit 2. This contract was awarded only after
successful completion of Task (c) above.

(e) Delivery of materials and equipment to Kola NPP.

(f) Training of Russian workers in the materials application technology.

(g) Sealant/Gasket Installations in Kola Unit 2. Application of the sealants and gasket materials to Kola
Unit 2 were performed during plant outages in die time period from August 1994 to December
1994. Substantial work still remains to be performed. Completion of sealant applications, except
for the spare penetrations, is expected to be completed by the Kola NPP during the next plant
outage.

(h) Order and deliver any addidonal materials and equipment that may be needed for completion of the
leaktightness project. Additional gasket material requested by Kola NPP is scheduled to be ordered
during February 1996. When the NPP is ready for the integral leak test of the confinement, it is
likely that they may request additional test equipment.

(i) Confinement Inspection and Pressure Test. This task consists of several sub-tasks as outlined
below:

(i) Inspection of Seals. Inspection of sealed surfaces after exposure to confinemem: conditions
subsequent to plant operations will take place during the next planner! outage, scheduled
for late Summer 1996. A site visit by Promatec, BNL, the NPP staff, and perhaps others,
featuring an inspection will be planned, and a report will be issued which documents the
condition of the sealant materials in situ after exposure to plant conditions for one year.

(ii) Planning for the Confinement pressure test will be performed by Kola NPP, and this plan
will be reviewed by BNL.

(iii) Pressure Test of Confinement. An integrated pressure test of the effectiveness of the
sealant and gasket applications will be performed on the confinement, or on selected rooms
of the confinement.
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(j) Provide on-call assistance and problem resolution based on requests from DOE, Kola NPP, PNNL,
and the Contractor. These include: (a) A draft report on "Kola Confinement Leaktightness Project:
Response to Empressarios Agrupadaos Report" - issued on July 31, 1995, and (b) a "white-paper"
on the "Confinement Leaktighmess Programs for the Russian NPPs" - currently in progress.

9. Deliverables:

(a) Deliver sealant materials and application equipment to Kola NPP.

(b) Russian personnel trained in materials applications technology.

(O Provide a test application of sealant materials to the I&C compartment of Kola Unit 2.

(d) Completed application of sealants to penetrations and surfaces, and installation of gaskets, as
identified in Project Information Sheet for the Kola Unit 2.

(e) Report from Promatec summarizing sealant application work performed on Kola Unit 2.

(f) A report on the inspection of seals at Kola Unit 2 after exposure to plant operations.

(g) A report on the Pressure Tests of the confinement of Kola Unit 2.

10. Project Schedule Milestones:

(a) Prepare draft Project/Task Information Sheet 24FEB1993

(b) Award contract for test application in I&C compartments 30JUL1993

(c) Complete test application of sealant materials to the I&C compartment

of Kola Unit 2. 15SEP1993

(d) Complete Project/Task Information Sheet (Project Definition) 18OCT1993

(e) Award contract for materials, equipment, and training. 21JUL1994

(f) Delivery of sealant materials and application equipment to Kola NPP. 15AUG1994

(g) Complete training of Russian personnel in materials application technology. 30SEP1994

(h) Complete application of sealants to penetrations and surfaces, and
installation of gaskets, for the Kola Unit 2. 3OAUG1996

(i) Inspection of sealed surfaces after exposure to confinement

conditions during plant operations. 23SEP1996

(j) Pressure Test of Confinement. 30SEP1996

(k) Project Complete 30SEP1996
Please see the attached Gantt chart.
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11. Period of Performance:

February 24, 1993 through September 30, 1996.

12. Time Phased Budget:

Please see the attached time-phased budget sheet.

13. Materials, Supplies, and Subcontracts:

Contracts for the sealant materials, applications equipment, a test application of the sealant to me
Instrument and Control compartments in Kola Unit 2. and training of the Russian workers in materials
application technology were issued to Promatec. Additional materials will be purchased from other
vendors.

14. Partner Country Contribution:

The Kola NPP will provide staff for implementation of this project. This includes staff for interaction with
the US side and Contractor, personnel to be trained in the materials application technology that will perform
the actual task of scaling the confinement, and the supervisory staff. The NPP is also responsible for actual
installation of sealant materials, and for providing any materials or equipment that is not provided by the
US side.

15. Notes and Contingencies:

Since this project is a cooperative effon between the US side and the Kola NPP, the milestones indicated
in this project work pian are dependent upon NPP activities. If the application of sealant materials to ail
the penetrations, doors, hatches, seams, and surfaces of the confinement is not completed during the
upcoming piant outage in May i996 by the Koia NFP staff, then the project will be delayed until after the
subsequent plant outage.

KOLA LTl.PWP
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• Period of Performance October 199S to September 1996

Est Staffmontfr
Cost Element_

iLabor
FY96 FY97 FY96

Labors
FY97 Total

j Sub-total BNL Labor
jPNLLabor
: Subcontracted Laoor
: Total Labor

i BNL Travel

Destination

$70,140 SO S70.140
SO so

0.5 S9.360 SO
sc

S9.36C
4.00 0.00 S79.S00 SO

* of trips 9 of bays * People Per Diem Transp Handling G&A

S79.S00

Total

NY to Vendor FY96
NY to Vendor FY97
NY to Vendor FY98
Sub-total Domestic

NY to Moscow FY96
!NYtoMoscowFY97
NY to Moscow FY98
Sub-total Foreign

Sub-total Travel

i ls & Supplies
i

Contracts/Equipment
Contracts
Commitments as of 12/95
Total Contracts/Equipment
Contingency
Actual Cost thru 12/95
Total Estimated Costs

2
0
0

1
0
0

2

1

3
i

!

2
0
0

2

3
0
0

3

5

2
0
0

7
0
0

2-

7

9
i i

!

$1,208
SO
SO
$1,208

: $5,565
SO
so
$5^65

i S6.7T3

S2.800
SO
SO
$2^00

$14,686
SO
SO
S14.6S6

$17,486

$5,000

Contract :

$25,000
$12,085 :
$25,000

$601
SO
SO

$601

S3.038
SO
SO
$3,038

$3,639

$750

BNLMH
$1,500
$725

S2.097
SO
SO
$2,097

$10,596
SO
$0

$10,596

$12,694

$2,616

BNLG&A
S2.558
$1^36

$3,794
-

SS.706
SO
$0
$6,706

$33,885
SO
SO
$33,335

$40^92

$8^66

Total
529.058
514.046
$43,104
S40.0CC

$663,900
$875,462
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Period of Performance
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Funding FY92/93
Funding needed FY94
Total Funding

$772
$772

$0
$0

$0
$0

0.4
$8,833
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$663,935
$191,527
$878,482
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0.44
$8,833
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Mar-96
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$6,833
$3,353
$8,366
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Apr-M

0.44
$8,833

$14,046

$22,879

May-96

0.44
$6,833

$33,885

$42,718

Jun-96

0 44
$6,833

$8,833

Jul-96

044
$8,833
$3,354

$29,058

$41,245

Aug-96

0 44
$8,833

$8,633

Sep-96

0 44
$8,833

$40,000

$48,633

FY94/FY85

$683,128
$663,128

FY96

4
$79,500
$40,592
$8,366

343.104
$40,000

$772
$212,334

Fuldl

J /u t'H-

Sd Jub

3-13 Ui-I
$4i)IM|t

Sbbi'j"..
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ATTACHMENT 2

Foreign Travel Trip Report of G.A. Greene
5/24-30,1996 to Kola Nuclear Power Plant

Polyarnie Zori, Russia



DOE Trip No. 9603507

SUMMARY

FOREIGN TRAVEL TRIP REPORT

G. Alanson Greene, Mechanical Engineer
516-344-2296

Department of Advanced Technology
Building 820M

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

June 7, 1996

Dates of Trip: May 24-30, 1996

Destination: Kola Nuclear Power Plant, Polyarnie Zori, Russia

Statement of Purpose of Trip:
The purpose of the trip is to lend technical support and consulting to the staff at the Kola

NPP in their integrated reactor safety program. During the trip, a walkdown of the Kola Unit 2
confinement will be conducted in order to visually examine the condition of the confinement
boundary and sealant. The confinement pressurization and leaktightness testing will be witnessed.
The status of the installation of the high-level confinement radiation monitors will be reviewed and
all action items decided. Future activities will be discussed.

Abstract:
The walkdown of Unit 2 of the Kola NPP was conducted in concert with the under

pressurization leak tightness tests of the confinement. Leakage points were identified and the
defects were corrected by the application of sealant material where possible. The hutch locks,
isolation valves, new gaskets, and the sealant have been installed during the current outage. The
over pressurization test was observed following the under pressurization test. Discussions were
held with the Kola management concerning their need for additional aid in the form of similar
hardware for the upgrade of Unit 1, which goes into an outage on July 1, 1996. A review of the
installation of the confinement radiation detectors was held and the project status was discussed.
A conference call was scheduled for June 6, 1996 between Kola, BNL, and Victoreen to begin
planning for a return visit to Kola for the final installation of the high level confinement radiation
monitoring system.



Detailed Trip Report

George Greene (BNL) visited the Kola NPP (Unit 2) in Polyamie Zori, Russia, from May
24-May 30, 1996, to review the current status of the installation of the high-level confinement
radiation monitor system, and to witness and participate in the Unit 2 confinement leaktightness
tests that were planned for May 28-30.

The four radiation monitors have been installed in the Kola Unit 2 confinement on the
steam generator level in the vicinity of two steam generators and two primary coolant loops. The
four sets of in-confinement power and signal cables have been pulled through steei conduits and
have been passed through the confinement penetrations into the reactor building (ex-
confinement). At the request of the Kola management, an additional 1000 feet of RG59 coaxial
cable has been added to the shipment of the two field calibrators; this cable is needed to complete
the wiring to the readout devices and the remote displays. Matrix International is making
progress on shipping this material by air to Moscow and then by truck to Kola.

The confinement leaktightness testing began on May 26 and continued until May 28. The
details of the test procedures are contained in a Kola test protocol document, a copy of which was
supplied. The results of the testing were faxed to BNL in a summary report. Both documents are
on file at BNL. A short summary of the tests follows. The first part of the leaktightness testing
involved an under pressurization test in which a vacuum was pulled on the confinement of 226
mm H2O by operation of the confinement ventilation fans, resulting in an in-flow of air through
defects in the confinement boundary. During the under pressure test, personnel entered the
confinement and examined the boundaries for leaks. These were marked and later repaired with
sealant material, after the ventilation system had been sealed off to measure the time for the
confinement to return to ambient pressure. Next, the overpressurization test was performed. A
positive pressure was established in the confinement by operation of a compressor, and the
resulting pressure in the confinement was measured. Leakage sites were again located and, at the
end of the pressurization test, the leakage rate was determined (after the compressor had been
shut down) by. measuring the time for the confinement to bleed down to the ambient pressure (ie.,

The Kola summary report indicates that during the 1994 outage the Unit 2 confinement
had been able to be pressurized to 70 mm H2O and exhibited a leak rate of 4950 vol%/day.
However, during the 1996 tests, the confinement was able to be pressurized to 275 mm H2O and
the leakage was reduced to 768 vol%/day. The sharp reduction in the measured leak rate can be
attributed to the confinement leakage upgrades supplied through the INSP program: new isolation
valves, replacement hutch locks, new gaskets, and application of sealant material to local defect
sites. Several dozen leak sites remain which the plant intends to repair prior to startup on June 7,
1996. The reported leak rate was measured with these known defects yet unrepaired, hence the
leakage at startup should be less than reported above. The Kola staff indicated that they were
prepared to continue to upgrade the Unit 2 confinement to further reduce the leakage, and that
they were interested in applying the same upgrades to Unit I, another W E R 440-230 of similar
age.



Appendix

Itinerary:

May 24, 1996 Depart New York IFK
May 25 Official Stop Over in St. Petersburg
May 26 Arrive Polyarnie Zori, Russia
May 26-28 Observe Leaktightness Tests and Discuss

Status of Radiation Monitor Project
May 29 Depart Polyarnie Zori, Russia; Official Stop

Over in Helsinki
May 30 Arrive New York JFK

People Contacted:

Gennady Paradnikov Head of Adjustment and Startup Department
Sergey Gorelikhin Deputy Head of Adjustment and Startup Department
Leonid Popruzhko Engineer-in-Charge of Radiation Monitor Installation
Anatoly Tutunnik Deputy Chief Engineer

Literature Acquired:

Procedural Guide for Conducting Leaktightness Testing of the Kola Confinement,
on file in Russian.

Summary Report of 1996 Leaktightness Tests of Kola NPP Unit 2,
translated to English and attached (9 pages).



ATTACHMENT 3

Foreign Travel Trip Report of G.A. Greene
10/11 -19, 1996 to Kola Nuclear Power Plant

Polyarnie Zori, Russia



BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

MEMORANDUM

DATE: . October 24, 1996

TO: Vanessa E. Crump

FROM: G. A. G r e e n e ^ ^

SUBJECT: Foreign Travel Trip Report and Travel Voucher for Trip #9606937

I have, attached my foreign travel trip report with copies of three attachments. The
attachments are designated by number with post-its. Please remove the post-its and type
"ATTACHMENT NO. " at the top of each one.

I have also attached the necessary information for the travel voucher, including the airline
receipt, two limousine receipts, copies of two checks to Travisa, cash advance, travel itinerary,
my itemized expenses, and a sample "lodging and meals expense report" to assist you in preparing
the travel voucher. I estimate a refund of approximately $311.00 due to me. Please try to have
the voucher ready for my signature by October 29; if that will not be possible, let me know right
away.

Cc: J. G. Guppy
A. W. Reisman

\Vo



DOE Trip No. 9606937

SUMMARY

FOREIGN TRAVEL TRIP REPORT

George Alanson Greene, Mechanical Engineer

516-344-2296
Department of Advanced Technology

Building 820M
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

October 24, 1996

Dates of Trip: October 11-19, 1996

Destination: Kola Nuclear Power Plant, Polyarnie Zori, Russia

Statement of Purpose of Trip:
The purpose of the trip is to complete the installation of the confinement high-level

radiation monitoring system and to bring the system on line. In addition, the status of other INSP
projects at the Kola NPP are to be reviewed, including the confinement leaktightness upgrades,
the confinement isolation valves, and the emergency backup batteries. Other discussion points
include the translation diskettes of the manual for the radiation monitoring system, the
compilation of US standards for confinement radiation monitoring, and the contract with Kola for
installation of the radiation monitoring system.

Abstract:
Two of the four radiation monitors were installed in the confinement and all electrical

connections to the readout devices in the Unit 2 control room and to the remote indicators were
completed. Only one detector system is operational; there is a short in the wiring for the second
detector which we believe is a result of damage to the detector connector during hookup by the
Kola-staff. The other two detectors were not mounted in the confinement during our visit as a
result of a misunderstanding. Kola staff will mount them and complete the wiring as we
demonstrated for the other two detectors. A return visit will be required during the next outage
to complete the installation of the radiation monitoring system. An update was given on the
leaktightness work for Units 1 and 2. The status of the installation of the emergency backup
batteries and the schedule for completion of the installation were discussed. A request for manual
controls for two of the isolation valves was received for consideration. The translation diskettes
of the manual for the radiation monitoring system were delivered, the US standards for
confinement radiation monitoring were sent, and the S14,000.00 contract for installation of the
cables for the radiation monitoring system was discussed.



Detailed Trip Report

Confinement Radiation Monitoring System for Kola Unit 2. BNL and Victoreen
representatives visited the Kola NPP (October 11-19, 1996) to begin the final installation of the
high-level confinement radiation monitoring system in Kola Unit 2. Non-standard connections
were constructed at the confinement penetrations for the power and signal cables for each of the
four detectors. The power and signal cables were terminated in a temporary rack in the reactor
control r5om along with the wires from the four remote alarming-indicators. Only two of the four
detectors were installed in the confinement, therefore we were only able to work on two
detectors. One train of two detectors was wired to the readouts, a recorder, and two remote
indicators; Kola staff will wire the second train themselves in exactly the same configuration as
the first train. When the system was calibrated, all four readouts, two recorders, and four remote
indicators worked properly. However, one cable was accidentally shorted out at the detector by
the Kola staff during installation, so only one of the four detector channels was able to be made
operational. This channel was tested with the radioactive field calibrator and it operated exactly
as it had been calibrated at the Victoreen Company. It will be necessary to return to Kola during
the next scheduled outage to correct the cabling deficiencies and to bring the entire system
operational. It may be desirable to bring one Kola staff to Victoreen for in-depth training on the
system before then.

Status of Confinement Leaktightness, Isolation Valves, and Emergency Backup Batteries aic
Kola NPP. The status of the INSP projects indicated above were determined through briefings
by the cognizant Kola personnel during the visit to install the confinement high-level radiation
monitoring system. Discussions were held with T. Petkevich (Chief of Localizing Systems
Laboratory) concerning the leaktightness upgrades and the confinement isolation valves. At the
time of my visit in May 1996, 21 leak sites were identified for correction prior to restart of Unit 2
in June 1996. Kola personnel were able to correct 15 of the 21 defects prior to restart (see
Attachment 1). A total of fifteen additional defects have been identified for correction during the
next scheduled outage. As for Unit 1 which is presently on an outage, 80% of the planned work
on leaktightness has been completed. Kola has requested additional gasket material, sealant
material, and valves in a memo from the plant chief engineer, which will be translated and
forwarded for consideration (Attachment 2 in Russian). Prior to restart of Unit 1, leaktightness
tests will be performed as was done for Unit 2 in May 1996. T. Petkevich requested that I look
into her request for manual controls for two of the isolation valves which had been sent to Burns
and Roe in May 1996. This request was communicated to R. Denning by telephone and is
included in this report as Attachment 3. Discussions were held with A. Simeonov (Deputy Chief
of the Electrical Department) concerning the status of the installation of the emergency backup
batteries for Units i and 2. Two batteries and their switching panels were installed for Unit 2 in
June 1996. The two batteries and switching panels for Unit 1 are currently being installed and are
expected to be completed by the end of October 1996. The fifth battery and switching panel
system which is common to both units is being installed and is expected to be completed before
restart of Unit 1.



Appendix

Itinerary:

October 11, 1996 Depart New York JFK
October 12 Arrive Polyarnie Zori, Russia
October 13-17 Install Radiation Monitor System and

Discuss Status of INSP Projects at Kola
October 18 Depart Polyamie Zori, Russia; Official Stop

Over in Oslo
October 19 Arrive New York JFK

People Contacted:

Gennady Paradnikov Head of Setup, Testing, and Startup Department
Sergey Gorelikhin Deputy Head of Adjustment and Startup Department
Leonid Popruzhko Engineer-in-Charge of Radiation Monitor Installation
Tatiana Petkevich Chief of Localizing Systems Laboratory
Alexander Simeonov Deputy Chief of the Electrical Department
Marina Kasakova Kola Interpreter

Literature Acquired:

1. Update to the "Summary Report of 1996 Leaktightness Tests of Kola NPP Unit 2,"
translated to English (9 pages).

2. Memo from Omelchuk to Greene, "Request For Additional Gasket Material, Sealant
Material, and Valves," dated October 16, 1996, in Russian (2 pages).

3. Memo from Omelchuk to Chuebon (Burns and Roe), "Request For Manual Controls
For Two Isolation Valves," dated May 11, 1996, in Russian (2 pages).



ATTACHMENT 4

Kola Nuclear Power Plant Procedural Guide for
Confinement Leaktightness Testing
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This program defines the scope, sequence and procedures for conducting the leak
testing of the pressurized containment building (GO) system of reactor units 1 and 2, the criteria
for the successful completion of the tests, and the required safety measures.

1.2. The tests of the GO system are divided into the following:

1.2.1. Preliminary integrity testing by vacuum tests to detect defects of the GO system.
These tests are to be performed periodically, during the time for preventive maintenance

(PPR).
1.2.2. Integrated leakage tests to confirm the functional acceptability of the GO system as

a safety containment system and to determine the levels of leakage from the GO system.
These tests are to be performed periodically during preventive maintenance on the power

generating unit in question, once a year.
Integrated tests are to be performed with a positive pressure of 0.14 kgf/cm2 before the

execution of operations for the prevention of rupture of the lining of the central room, the spent
fuel pool, etc.

After the executions of the operations to ensure the integrity of the lining of the rooms
indicated above, tests of the pressurized containment building system (SGO) are to be performed
at a positive.pressure of 0.3 kgf7cm2.

1.3. The deadlines for the performance of the tests are defined by the "Working program
for the startup of unit 1 (2) after preventive maintenance."

1.4. A representative of the setup, testing and startup department, to be designated at the
first test according to the program by instruction from the chief engineer of the Kola Nuclear
Power Plant, conducts technical supervision of the testing; thereafter the technical supervisor is to
be designated by instruction of the head of the setup, startup and testing department (TsNIP).

1.5. Operating personnel of the reactor shop, the thermal automation and measurement
department and the electrical shop, personnel of the centralized repair shop and personnel of the
TsNEP are recruited for the tests at the discretion of the technical supervisor.

On-duty repair teams of the reactor shop (RTs), the centralized repair shop (TsTsR), the
thermal automation and measurement department (TsTAI) and the electrical shop (ETs) are
provided for the time required for the performance of the tests for the current elimination of
defects.

The individuals responsible for the operations are the heads of the shops.

1.6. The technical supervisor of the tests is to execute all operations involved in the
performance of work under this program after receiving the approval of the shift chief of the NPP
or the phase shift chief (NSO). All switches are to be thrown by the shift personnel of the shops
according to their areas of responsibility.

1.7. The NSO is to provide working supervision of the operations in strict adherence to



the specifications of this program.

1.8. This program has been developed on the basis of the following documentation:
- "The W E R nuclear power plant, the V-230 and V-270 reactor plant, and the

pressurized containment building system. Standard program of operating leakage tests.
230.270.KhA.KAV.PM";

- "Regulations for the construction and operation of safety containment systems for
nuclear power plants. PN AEG-10-021-90";

-' "Instructions for safety inspections in the operation of nuclear power facilities. RD-7-5."

1.9. List of abbreviations used in the text.
BV - spent fuel pool;
BShchU - unit control room;
GO - pressurized containment building;
KZV - exhaust stopper valve;
KZP - inlet stopper valve;
KID - excess pressure valve;
NSO - phase shift chief;
NS AES - nuclear power plant shift chief;
OOTiTB - labor protection and safety equipment department;
OYaBiN - nuclear safety and reliability department;
PPR - preventive maintenance;
PG - steam generator;
RO - reactor section;
RTs - reactor shop;
TsD - radioactive decontamination department;
TsTAI - thermal automation and measurement department;
TsNIP - setup, testing and startup department;
TsTsR - centralized repair shop;
ShchAO - hardware section control board;
ETs - electrical shop;
SGO - pressurized containment building system.

1.11. The time required for the execution of this program is as follows:
the vacuum testing stage - 12 hours;
the integrated test stage - 24 hours.

1.12. The tests in question are to be conducted on the basis of item 8.3 of the
"Regulations for the construction and operation of safety containment systems for nuclear power
plants. PN AEG-10-021-90."



2. SAFETY SPECIFICATIONS IN THE EXECUTION OF OPERATIONS

2.1. In the performance of the tests, the following specifications apply: items 2.5 and 2.8
of the "Regulations for safety procedures in the operation of thermomechanical equipment of
power stations and heating systems," chapters I and II of "Standard regulations for fire safety for
industrial enterprises" and "Instructions on radiation safety of the NPP" (item 6, 7, 8 and 9) and
chapters 4, 8 and 9 of the "Regulations for fire safety operation of power plants" (PPB-AS-93).

2.2 Personnel certified according to the official instructions are to be cleared to
participate in the operations involved in the leakage testing of the pressurized enclosure sjrstem,
provided they have successfully completed:

- a test on their knowledge of the regulations for safety procedures and fire safety
regulations, and the working programs and testing methods;

- training on safety procedures, radiation safety and fire safety regulations.

2.3. During the performance of the tests, the operating personnel are to conduct
continuous monitoring of the state of the reactor plant and the safety systems and are to report in
advance to the technical supervisor of the tests concerning any changes in switches on the
operating systems involved with the reactor plant.

2.4. For the period of the performance of leakage tests of the pressurized enclosure with
positive pressure, all operations at the reactor unit not involved with the performance of the tests
are to be suspended, and all personnel not participating in the performance of the tests (with the
exception of operating personnel) are to be removed from the pressurized enclosure area. The
beginning of testing is to be announced by loudspeaker. A safety zone is to be designated by
warning posters: "Danger Zone, Access Prohibited." The beginning of the sealing of doors to the
pressurized enclosure is to be considered the beginning of testing.

2.5. All types of operations in the pressurized enclosure and within the safety zone are to
be suspended for the testing period. The presence of personnel not participating in the tests being
conducted in the pressurized enclosure or within the established safety zone is not permitted. All
areas directly adjoining the pressurized enclosure are considered to be associated with the safety
zone.

2.6. The personnel participating in the tests are to be admitted to the pressurized
enclosure according to a list approved by the test supervisor. The entry of personnel into the
pressurized enclosure and their departure from it are to be monitored by the list.

2.7. The presence and proper working order of primary fire extinguishing equipment are
to be verified before the beginning of testing.

2.8. Should a fire break out in the testing zone, the phase shift chief is to announce to
following actions:



- the immediate suspension of testing;
- the disengagement of the equipment which has been active in the tests;
- the dumping of positive pressure (or the vacuum in vacuum testing of the pressurized

enclosure system;
- the unsealing of the pressuri2:ed enclosure to provide access to personnel for

extinguishing the fire.

2.9. In the event of a fire in the unit control room (BShchU), the actions of item 2.8 are
to be executed.

2.10. Scaffolding and support structures are to be installed by instruction of the technical
supervisor of the tests for the inspection of the pressurized enclosure in locations where there are
no stationary service platforms; these structures are to be dismantled and removed from the
pressurized enclosure upon the conclusion of the tests.

2.11. The personnel participating in the performance of the tests are to be provided with
individual protective equipment (helmets, coveralls and respirators). The personnel of the groups
assigned to detect flaws in the components of the pressurized enclosure system are to have
individual flashlights with a voltage not higher than 12 V.

2.12. In the inspection of the inner surface of the pressurized enclosure in vacuum testing,
deviation from the predefined routes and the use of equipment or devices not specified in advance
for this purpose for access to the inspection points are prohibited. During the leakage tests of the
pressurized enclosure using positive pressure, the inspection within the premises of the electrical
shop and the thermal automation and measurement shop is to be performed in the presence of
operating personnel of the shops in question. The inspection of the pressurized enclosure is to be
performed not sooner than 10 minutes after the pressure steps specified in the working program
have been achieved.

2.13. Any extraneous objects are to be cleared from the zone for the performance of the
tests and the inner rooms of the pressurized enclosure.

2.14. The prevention of any possibility of the ignition of objects in the pressurized
enclosure or the safety zone is to be ensured, and fuels and lubricants, oxygen cylinders and fuel
gases are to be removed from the pressurized enclosure.

2.15. The command point of the technical supervisor of the tests is to be equipped with
reliable operating communications (telephone or loudspeaker):

- with the compressor station control panel;
- with the control panel for the ventilation systems which provide the creation of a vacuum

inside the pressurized enclosure;
- with the unit control room, the hardware section control board and rooms A103, A 105

andA301;
- with the personnel groups performing the search for defects;
- with the rooms of operating personnel of the reactor section.



2.16. The following activities are not permitted during the tests:
- searching for defects in components of the pressurized enclosure by groups consisting of

less than two people;
- opening or closing of the pressure doors or pressure hatches which seal the pressurized

enclosure without a command from the technical supervisor for the tests;
- mechanical actions on the pressure lining (knocking on welds);
- the elimination of cracks or flaws under pressure by any method.

2.17. Access to the vacuum tests is provided according to thermal and radiation
monitoring duties, while access to the pressurization tests is granted by order, with a notation in
the operating log and the "Journal of records of operations by duties and orders."



3. EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR PERFORMING THE TESTS •

3.1. Two pressure check gauges with a scale of 0-1 kgf/cm2 with an accuracy class of at
least 0.4 are needed for performing the pressurization tests.

3.2. A U-shaped pressure and vacuum gauge with measurement limits of 200-500
mrriEkO is needed for vacuum testing of the pressurized enclosure.

3.3. A computer of the MK type is needed for performing calculations to determine the
amount of leakage.

3.4. The following are needed for detecting flaws:
- buckets - quantity 5;
-soap solution- 101;
- brushes - quantity 5;
- battery-powered flashlights - quantity 5.

3.5. Chalk (10 pieces) or oil paint (11) and 5-6 small brushes are needed for marking the
locations of leaks.



4. OPERATING RESTRICTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

4.1. Operations in regard to the opening of cut-off valves which are to be closed
according to the list of annex 2 of this program are prohibited for the time required for performing
the tests.

4.2. The performance of repair operations on valves, equipment or pipelines connected to
the pressurized enclosure system or on sealed passages during the performance of the tests is
prohibited.

4.3. Increasing the rate of change of the following parameters inside the pressurized
enclosure system in the course of the performance of the tests is prohibited:

- the rate of increase of the pressure in the pressurized enclosure above 0.053 kgf7cm2-h.
- the rate of decrease of the pressure in the pressurized enclosure above 1.03 kg£7cm2-h.
- the rate of emergency pressure dumping from the pressurized enclosure (with the use of

ventilation system B-4) above 1.53 kgf/cm2-h.

4.4. Pressure dumping from the pressurized enclosure system is to be performed by the
engagement of ventilation systems B-2 (by switching on fan l(2)B-2/l(2) and opening pressure
valves 1(2)A2/1, 2 (3, 4), 2A-2/5, 6, 7, 8.

ventilation system V-4 may be engaged (switching on of fan 1(2) V-4-l(2) and opening of
pressure valves 1(2) A-4/1, 2 (3, 4)) for rapid pressure dumping in an emergency.

4.5. The compressor is to be switched on for the pressurization of the containment
building system after determination of the radiation situation in the rooms of the pressurized
containment building by order of the shift chief of the labor protection department or with his
consent.

4.6. During the performance of the tests, the electrically actuated air flow isolating valves
are closed by remote control; manual final sealing is not permitted.

4.7. During the performance of tests of the pressurized containment building (GO) under
positive pressure of 0.14 kgf/cm2, the following actions are to be performed:

- after the pressure has been increased in the GO system, the pressure in the containment
building is held at 0.13 - 0.14 kgf/cm2 for 2 hours (the stabilization time);

- an increase in the positive pressure in the GO above 0.14 kgf/cm2 is not permitted;
- in the performance of the first tests under this program, the leakage value is to be

determined at three pressure stages of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.14 kgf/cm2; later it is determined only at the
level of 0.14 kgf/cm2.

4.8. The following actions are to be executed in the performance of tests at a pressure of
0.3 kgf/cm2:

- an increase in the pressure in the containment building above 0.3 kgf/cm2 is not



permitted;
- after the pressure in the GO has been raised, the pressure in the GO is held at 0.25 - 0.3

kgf7cm2 for 2 hours (the stabilization time);
- in the performance of the first tests of the pressurized containment building with a

pressure of 0.3 kgf/cm2, the leakage value is determined at 2 pressure stages of 0.14 and 0.3
kgf/cm2; later it is determined only at the level of 0.3 kgf7cm2.

4.9. During the rise in the pressure in the GO, the integrity of the lining of the spent fuel
pool is monitored (according to the appearance of air bubbles in the water or by sound). In the
event of the appearance of signs of a rupture, the tests are suspended, and the pressure is released
from the containment building.

5. READINESS AND INITIAL STATE OF THE SYSTEM, AND RELATED
SYSTEMS

5.1. The reactor plant is in a subcritical state, and the equipment of the primary loop is
cooled to a temperature below 50°C. The safety systems are on "hot" standby.

The temperature in the steam generator box is not above 33°C.

5.2. All the cut-off valves which provide containment of the pressurized space are closed
(according to Annex 2). A membrane is installed on the bubbler tank. The membranes on the
reactor shaft cantilever have been dismantled.

The pressure relief valves (KID) from rooms A-004/1, 2 into the steam generator box in
reactor unit 1 are wedged in the open position.

The traps in rooms A-004/3, 4 are open in unit 2.

5.3. All the containment hatches and doors of the GO are closed and sealed (with the
exception of the doors in A-102/1 (2), 103/1 (2), 002/1 (2) at +2.7, A-106/1 (2), between A-
102/1, 2 and A-204/1, 2, A010/1 (2), A-004/1, 2 (3, 4)), and the protective cover of the reactor
and the process flange are installed and sealed, while the top covers of hatches of the central hall
and system R-l are removed. The protective plate of the spent fuel pool is removed.

5.4. Tank B-8 is filled to the nominal level.

5.5. The.special compressor (system IS 10) is prepared for operation for effecting the
pressurization of the containment building. Seals are installed on the pressure pipelines:

- of unit 3 in room A-104/1;
- of unit 4 in room A-104/2;
- of the ShLA air traps of units 3 and 4 in rooms A-213/1, 2;
- of the phase unit 2 (1) which is not being tested in rooms A-107/2 (V-214/1).
Valves 4US10S33 on the pressure pipeline of unit 4 and l,2US10S07, 08 on the pressure

pipelines of units 1 and 2 of phase 1 are closed.
The stopper on the pressure pipeline of the first phase in the platform of phase II and on



the pressure pipeline of the unit being tested in room V-214/1 (A-107/2) is dismantled.

5.6. The reliability of the readings of the monitoring and measurement instruments used in
the tests is verified - the thermal automation and measurement department (TsTAI) is responsible.

5.7. The lighting inside the GO and around the entire outside perimeter of the GO is to be
in full working order - the electrical shop is responsible.

5.8. The telephone and loudspeaker communications are to be operational.

5.9. The ventilation systems R-l, P-4, V-2, V-4, R-2 and V-l are switched off.

5.10. The ventilation systems 1(2) V-2 and 1(2) V-4 are ready for operation for dumping
the positive pressure from the containment building system. Circuit protection has been removed
for switching off the fans and valves of the system 1(2) V-2 and 1V-4 with an increase in the
pressure in the steam generator box to 30 mmH20 (from relay 203RP (203RP) for 1 V-2-1(2),
from relay 3RP (3RP) for 2V-2-l(2), and from relay 217RP (217(RP) for lV-4-l(2); all the relays
are situated on panel P4 of the hardware section control board). In the tests of the GO with a
pressure greater than 0.2 kgf/cm2, the circuit protection is removed for switching off the fans 2V-
4-1(2) (from relay 5R32a (5R32-2), panel 100 ShchPR-2, and relay 6R33a (6R34), panel 24
BShchU-2), and circuit protection is removed in regard to the closing of the pressure valves of
system 2V-2: 2A-2/8, 6 (from relay 5RP32-1, panel 100 ShchPR-2) and 2A-2/5, 7 (from relay
6R33, panel 24 BShchU-2), and system 2V-4: 2A-4/6, 7 (from relay 5R32-1, panel 100 ShchPR-
2) and 2A-4/5 (from relay 6R33, panel 24 BShchU-2), with an increase in the pressure in the
steam generator box to 0.2 kgf/'cm2.

5.11. Butterfly-type valves l(2)V-4/l - 6 and l(2)G-4 are opened.

5.12. Before the beginning of the tests, the heads of the sections and subunits (reactor
shop RTs, electrical shop ETs, thermal automation and measurement department TsTAI,
centralized repair shop TsTsR, OKMiD, the radioactive decontamination department TsD, the
labor protection and safety equipment department OOTiTB, the nuclear safety and reliability
department OYaBiN and the setup, testing and startup department TsNIP) are to make an entry in
the log of the nuclear power plant shift chief concerning the completion of operations at the unit
and the readiness for the performance of tests of the containment building (a report by telephone
to the NPP shift chief concerning the readiness for the performance of the tests is permitted as an
exception).

5.13. The electrical control circuits of the NBS are to be switched off by PB keys on
panel A7.

5.14. Insulating separators are to be installed on the normally closed contacts 3-4 and 5-6
or relays 1RA3 and 1RA4 in PA3-1 and 2 of control board SUZ-1 (2) for avoiding the startup of
the ASP.



5.15. The following systems are to be sealed off according to the regular procedure: the
main circulating pump safety valves, the control rods system safety valves and the service water of
system R-l.

5.16. Just before the performance of tests of the containment building system with a
positive pressure of 0.3 kgf/cm2, the following operations are to be executed:

- holes with a diameter of 5 mm are drilled in the stainless steel lining of the central hall at
a spacing of 2000 x 2000 mm;

' - operations are performed in accordance with the plan SPbAEP on the unfastening of the
corners of the spent fuel pool lining, the BZT inspection shaft, the upper block inspection shaft
(A005, A221) and the room for storage of the control rod drive units (A-007);

- the spent fuel pool is filled to the top overflow level (mark +11.1).

6. LIST OF VARIABLE PARAMETERS .

6.1. The pressure of the air medium of the pressurized containment building is to be
recorded with two standard pressure gauges situated in rooms A-015/1 (2) and A-102/1 (2)
instead of the regular EKM, or with pressure gauges located at the instrument station for the tests
of the containment building, room V-109/1.

6.2. The vacuum in the rooms of the pressurized containment building are recorded with a
U-shaped pressure and vacuum gauge situated in room A-103/1 (2) instead of the regular EKM.

6.3. The atmospheric pressure is checked every hour with the weather station (telephone
6-12-68).



7. CRITERIA FOR COMPLETION OF THE TESTS

7.1. The criterion in the first tests of the pressurized containment building (GO) under this
program is the determination of the value of the leakage from the GO at three positive pressure
steps: 0.05 kgf7cm2, 0.1 kgf/cm2 and 0.14 kgf7cm2.

1.2. The criterion for the subsequent tests is to achieve the equality L,* = Lk • 1155 where
Lek - is the leakage value at a positive pressure in the GO of 0.14 kgf/cm2, obtained

during the tests;
Lk - is the certificate leakage value at a positive pressure P ^ = 0.14 kgf/cm2, which

satisfies the requirements of the NTD with respect to the radiation situation at the
boundary of the buffer zone (SZZ).

7.3. In the pressurization tests, it is necessary to adhere to the criterion of reliability of the
tests, ALsi/Lek < 0.5, with a confidence Pd > 0.95.

7.4. .The criterion for the completion of vacuum testing of the GO is the composition of a
comprehensive list of defects of the components of the containment building from the inside of the
building.

7.5. The criterion for tests of the GO with a positive pressure of 0.3 kgf/cm2 is defined as
foiiows:

- to determine Lek at a pressure in the GO of 0.14 kgf/cm2;
- if the condition of item 7.2 has been fulfilled, to raise the pressure in the GO to

0.3 kgf/cm2 and determine Lek°'3-
This value of Lek

0'3 will be the criterion for all subsequent tests. In this context, the
following equality is to be fulfilled in the subsequent tests:

Lefc = Leko i-1.15, where
LeK - is the leakage value at a positive pressure in the GO of 0.3 kgf/crn2, obtained

during the tests.



8. SEQUENCE OF ACTIONS IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TESTS

8.1. The vacuum tests of the pressurized containment building system.
8.1.1. The pressure relief valves in system P-4 situated between rooms A-202/1 and A-

102/1 are to be wedged in the closed position.
8.1.2. All personnel not involved in conducting the tests are to be removed from the

premises of the GO.
8.1.3. The personnel participating in the tests are to be admitted inside the pressurized

containment building system through the sluice at + 2.7 and through the doors to rooms A-106/1
(2), A-010/1 (2) and A-004/1, 2 (3, 4), after which the doors of rooms A-103/1 (2), A-106/1 (2)
and A-010/1 (2) and A-004/1, 2 (3, 4) are to be closed.

8.1.4. The two fans of system V-4 1 (2)V-4-4-l, 2 are to be switched on, and the opening
of pressure valves 1 (2) A-4/1, 2, 3, 4 and the butterfly-type valve 1B-4 is to be monitored, and
pressure valves 2A-4/5, 6, 7 are to be opened.

8.1.5. When an established vacuum has been achieved in the GO, the initiation of the
inspection of the structural components of the GO is to be announced by loudspeaker.

When the vacuum level is insufficient (less than 100 mrrdEfeO), the ventilation system V-2
is to be switched on, for which the following air cut-off valves are opened:

unit 1 -K-l l /1 -4 , 6-9, 11, 14-16, 18;
unit 2 - K-l 1/21 - 25, 27 - 29, 32 - 35;

the fans 1 (2)V-2-l, 2 are switched on, the opening of pressure valves 1 (2)A-2/l, 2, 3, 4 is
monitored, and valves 2A-2/5, 6, 7, 8 are opened.

The components of the GO are to be inspected bypatrol routes (Annex 5).
8.1.6. Defects are to be detected by visual inspection or by the application of soap

solution to the components of the containment building.
8.1.7. The defects discovered are to be marked with chalk or paint, and their locations are

to be entered in the log.
8.1.8. Upon the completion of the inspection patrols, the fans of ventilation systems V-2

and V-4 are to be switched off, and the following steam cut-off valves of system V-2 are to be
opened:

for unit 1 - K-12/1, 3, 4, 8 - 11, 14;
for unit 2 - K-12/21, 24, 27, 28, 29.
After balancing of the pressure in the GO with atmospheric pressure, the personnel are to

be removed from the premises of the containment building system.
8.1.9. Upon the completion of the tests:
- the fluid pressure and vacuum gauges used for monitoring the vacuum in the GO are to

be dismantled;
- the fixers are to be removed from the pressure relief valves of ventilation system P-4.

8.2. The integrated pressurization leakage tests of the containment building system with a
positive pressure of 0.14 kgf7cm2.

8.2.1. The GO is to be sealed in accordance with section 5 of this program.
8.2.2. All personnel are to be removed from the premises of the GO, after which all the



outside doors of the GO are to be closed. A monitor is placed on a stand of the central hall.
8.2.3. The valves for feeding compressed air from the compressor plant l(2)US10S07

(room V-214/1 for unit i and A-107/2 for unit 2) and l(2)US10S08 are to be opened.
8.2.4. Authorization is obtained from the NPP shift chief before the initiation of the tests.
8.2.5. The compressor is switched on, and the raising of the pressure in the GO is

initiated. The time of switching on of the compressor is to be recorded.
8.2.6. The pressure is to be increased in steps of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.14 kgf/cm2. The changes

in the air pressure and the air temperature are to be recorded in a testing log.
8.2.7. The components of the pressurized containment building system which affect the

integrity of the system and the structural elements are to be inspected at each step, with special
attention devoted to the deformations of the components affecting the safety of the nuclear power
plant. Monitors on a stand are to check the integrity of the lining of the spent fuel pool.

8.2.8. During the inspection, special attention is to be devoted to the condition of the
outer doors, hatches and passages, the seals of the protective cover of the reactor and the
containment valves, the structural elements at the points under the greatest stresses (in the areas
of joints and contact welds between component elements and solid concrete) and crack openings
and deformations.

8.2.9. The defects in the components of the GO system detected in the process of
increasing of the pressure are to be eliminated; the defects which are not eliminated are to be
entered in the testing log.

8.2.10. If defects which threaten the integrity of the pressurized containment building
system are discovered in the process of increasing of the pressure, the compressor is to be
switched off immediately, and the pressure in the containment building is to be released in
accordance with item 4.4 of this program.

8.2.11. When the positive pressure Ppos in the containment building reaches 0.14 kgt/'cm2,
the valves on the compressed air feed line l(2)US10S07 are to be closed, and the compressor is
to be switched off.

8.2.12. The pressure in the GO system is to be held for 2 hours within limits of 0.13- 0.14
kgf7cm2 by switching the compressor on and off. At the end of this period, the pressure is to be
increased to 0..14 kgf/cm2.

8.2.13. The technical examination of the pressurized containment building system is to be
performed by a committee appointed by order of the director of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant.

8.2.14. The recording of the variations in pressure is to be initiated at the same time at all
the measurement points. The recording is to be performed at least once every 2 minutes up to a
pressure in the GO P^s = 0.02 kgf7cm2.

8.2.15. A preliminary calculation of the amount of leakage is to be performed. In the
event that the calculated leakage level does not satisfy the criterion of item 7.2 of this program,
the pressure must be released from the GO system in accordance with item 4.4 of this program,
the defects discovered must be eliminated, and the tests must be repeated.

8.2.16. With a positive pressure in the GO system of 0.02 kgf7cm2, the tests are to be
suspended, and the pressure is to be released from the containment building by switching on
ventilation system V-2.

8.2.17. Actions upon the completion of the tests:
- the standard pressure gauges are to be dismantled;
- a stopper is to be installed in the compressed air feed pipeline to the GO system in room



V-214/1 (A-107(2));
- valve 1 (2)US 10S08 is to be closed;
- all the operating systems, ventilation systems and radiation monitoring systems are to be

put into a condition which conforms to the "Operating regulations . . . . "

8.3. The integrated pressurization leakage tests of the containment building system with a
positive pressure of 0.3 kgf/cm2.

8.3.1. Items 8.2.1 - 8.2.5 are to be fulfilled. Note: In the first tests of the containment
building with a pressure of 0.3 kgf/cm2, items 8.2.6 - 8.2.12 of this program are to be fulfilled.

The value of the leakage from the pressurized containment building is to be determined at
pressure in the GO of 0.14 kgf/cm2.

If the leakage value obtained satisfies the criterion of item 7.2, the tests are to continue.
8.3.2. The pressure is to be increased in steps of 0.1 kgf/cm2. The changes in the air

pressure and the air temperature are to be recorded in the testing log.
8.3.3. The components of the pressurized containment building system which affect the

integrity of the system and the structural elements are to be inspected at each step, with special
attention devoted to the deformations of the components affecting the safety of the nuclear power
plant. The monitors on a stand of the central hall is to check the integrity of the lining of the
spent fuel pool.

8.3.4. During the inspection, special attention is to be devoted to the condition of the
outer doors, hatches and passages, the seals of the protective cover of the reactor and the
containment valves, the structural elements at the points under the greatest stresses (in the areas
of joints and contact welds between component elements and solid concrete) and crack openings
and deformations.

8.3.5. The defects in the components of the GO system detected in the process of
increasing of the pressure are to be eliminated; the defects which are not eliminated are to be
entered in the testing log.

8.3.6. If defects which threaten the integrity of the pressurized containment building
system are discovered in the process of increasing of the pressure, the compressor is to be
switched off immediately, and the pressure in the containment building is to be released in
accordance with item 4.4 of this program.

8.3.7. When the positive pressure PpoS in the containment building system reaches
0.3 kgf/cm2, the valves on the compressed air feed line l(2)US10S07 are to be closed, and the
compressor is to be switched off.

8.3.8. The pressure in the GO system is to be held for 2 hours within limits of 0.25- 0.3
kgf/cm2 by switching the compressor on and off. At the end of this period, the pressure is to be
increased to 0.3 kgf/cm2.

8.3.9. The technical examination of the pressurized containment building system is to be
performed by a committee appointed by order of the director of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant.

8.3.10. The recording of the variations in pressure is to be initiated at the same time at all
the measurement points. The recording is to be performed at least once every 2 minutes up to a
pressure in the GO PpoS = 0.05 kgf/cm2.

8.3.11. A preliminary calculation of the amount of leakage is to be performed. In the
event that the calculated leakage level does not satisfy the criterion of item 7.5 of this program,
the pressure must be released from the GO system in accordance with item 4.4 of this program,



the defects discovered must be eliminated, and the tests must be repeated.
8.3.12. With a positive pressure in the GO system of 0.05 kgf7cm2, the tests are to be

suspended, and the pressure is to be released from the containment building by switching on
ventilation system V-2.

8.3.13. Actions upon the completion of the tests:
- the standard pressure gauges are to be dismantled;
- a stopper is to be installed in the compressed air feed pipeline to the GO system in room

V-214/1 (A-107(2));
- valve l(2)US10S08 is to be closed;
- all the operating systems, ventilation systems and radiation monitoring systems are to be

put into a condition which conforms to the "Operating regulations . . . ."



9. PROCEDURE FOR PROCESSING THE TEST RESULTS

The level of leakage is to be calculated with the use of the results obtained and with the
guidance of the requirements of Annex 3 in the form of integral leakage values at the stages of the
testing positive pressure Ppos of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.14 kgf/cm2.

The calculation of the leakage values at the pressure stages indicated above and the
extrapolation of the test results to the design pressure may be performed by the calculation
program Scont3.

The test result is to be extrapolated to a pressure Ppos of 0.98 MPa (4 kgf7cm2). The
calculation of the radiation situation at the boundary of the buffer zone (SZZ) is to be performed
at the extrapolated leakage value. If the radiation situation at the boundary of the buffer zone at
the extrapolated leakage value satisfies the requirements of the NTD, the leakage value obtained
is to be recognized as satisfactory, and a conclusion to the effect that the pressurized containment
building system is fit for operation is to be issued. The leakage value I* is to be entered in the
certificate of the GO system.

Note:
1. Subsequent operating tests are to be performed with the station compressor plant for a

pressure stage Ppos = 0.0294 MPa ((0.14 kgf/cm2), and the calculation of the leakage level is to be
performed accordingly for this pressure only.

2. After the performance of operations for the reinforcement of the lining of the spent fuel
pool room, the central hall, etc., tests are to be performed only with a pressure of 0.3 kgf7cm2,
and the leakage value is to be calculated for this pressure only.



10. THE FORM FOR THE PRESENTATION OF DATA AND TEST RESULTS

10.1. A "Protocol of the results of leakage tests of the pressurized containment building
system of unit 1 (2) in accordance with annex 5 of the 'Regulations for the construction and
operation of containment safety systems of nuclear power plants'" PNAE G-10-21-90 is to be
prepared from the test data.

10.2. In the light of the results of the technical examination, the committee is to prepare a
report presenting a conclusion concerning the possibility of operation, indicating deadlines for the
performance of subsequent technical examinations.



Annex 1

Key:

1 - from special compressor;
2 - pipeline for pressurization of containment buildings of units 3 and 4;
3 - to traps of unit 4;
4 - to GO" of unit 4;
5 - containment building, unit 2;
6 - to traps of unit 3;
7-to GO of unit 3;
8 - containment building, unit 1;
9 - Legend:

- flange joint;
- stopper;
- transition section;
- containment building pipeline passage.



Annex 2

List of valves closed in tests
of the containment building system

1

valve

1. BP overflow

2. drain from concrete cantilever

3. KB

4. relieffromKBto V-3

5. NBS delivery

6. delivery 2NDM (in room A-102/1)

7. drain from 2ShA

8. drain of R-l and B-004 boxes

9. pipeline from 20V0-1 to B-8

10. TOP pipeline

11. SVO-1 drains

12. All samplers

2

designation

l(2)B-37, 29, 30

l(2)SK-25/l
l(2)B-30
1B-34

l(2)SK-23, 24, 2K-7, 2B-86,
1K-7, 1B-8

1(2)A29/1, 3, [illegible] air
line

1(2)B-12/1,,2, 3

2SK-27

2U1-40

l(2)R-35

1U1-13/1
2U1-20/1

3

note

Ventilation

13. pressure valve of R-2 system

14. pressure valve of fan V-l-1

15. pressure valves of V-2 system

16. all steam and water cut-off valves of
system V-2

17. gate valves on ventilators P-4-1 (2)

l(2)D-2

1(2)G-1

l(2)A-2/l, 2, 3, 4, 2A-2/5, 6,
7,8



18. pressure valves of V-4 system

19. rotary valve on V-4 system

20. valves for constant and periodic aerosol
monitoring of GO

20a. pressure valves of system 2P-4

20b. pressure valves of system P-6

l(2)A-4/l,2,3,4,2A-5/5,6,
7

2P-4/l,2

A-6/3,4

Special waste water disposal system

21. trap from main circulating pump deck
(rooms A-102/1, 2) and from sluice (A-
103/1,2)

22. traps in monitoring instrumentation
room (room A-004/1, 2)

23. trap in ventilation chamber area of
primary loop (room A-013/1 (2))

24. trap in corridor A-306/1 (2)

25. trap in feed maintenance deaerator room
(room A-303/1 (2))

26. trap fromR-1 boxes

27. trap in A-010/1
A-011/2

28. trap in sampling room of plant 1 A-
311/1(2)

29. relief, overflow and sampler valves, air
lines 1 (2) KB.

30. valves on head 1NDR-1 in room A-
102/1

1SK-10

1SK-30, 31
2SK-29



Annex 3

PROCEDURE FOR PROCESSING TEST RESULTS

The calculation of the leakage value is performed from the measurement results according
to the formula (1):

L™ = (2400/Az)(l - Pi+1/P0, (1)

where Lm is the leakage value, in % per day;
Pi and Pi+i are the absolute air pressure in the pressurized space at the measurement times
z and Z;+i, in kg/m2;

Lz = Zj+i - z; represents the time between measurements, in hours;

i = 1 to n, where n is the number of measurements in the time interval Zn - z;).

The value of the absolute air pressure in the GO P,bsi is computed as the sum of the
measured values of the positive pressure Pp™ and the barometric pressure Bi (according to data of
the weather station):

Pabsi = PpoSi + B i (2)

Pposi = (j to n Pposj)/K, (3)

where K is the number of pressure gauges;
Pposj represents the readings of each of them at the time of measurement.



Annex 4

L I S T
of standard openings which isolate the

containment building system

Item

1. hatches of central hall:

- over main circulating pumps
- over steam generators
- over SVO-1 filters
- over SVO-1 solid waste
- transportation opening

2. hatches of R-l system:

- above air coolers
- above pressure valves
- diameter 600 above air lines
- diameter 500 into inlet box

3. reactor cover with process flange

4. room doors:

- A-004/1, 2
- A-004/2, 4
- V-007/2
-A-011/1,2
-A-013/1,2
- A-103/1, 2
- A-102/1, 2
- A-002/1, 2
- A-101/1, 2
-A-106/1,2
- A-201/1, 2
-A-204/1,2
- A-205/1, 2
- A-308/1, 2
- A-502/1, 2

quantity

6
6
1
1
1

10
5
5
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Adjacent rooms

•A-102/1, 2-A-301
A-002/1, 2-A-301
A-207/1, 2-A-301
A-206/1, 2-A-301
A-002/1, 2-A-301

V-007/1, 2
It

V-007/l-V=004/l

V-004/2-A-004/1, 3
V-004/2, 4-A-014/1, 2
V-007/2-V-004/2
A-011/l,2-A-015/l,2
A-013/1, 2-A-015/1, 2
A-103/1, 2-V-105/1, 2
A-102/1, 2-A-103/1, 2
A-002/1, 2-A-103/1, 2
A-101/1, 2-A-008/1, 2
A-105/1, 2-V-105/1, 2
A-201/1, 2-A-102/1, 2
A-204/1, 2-A-102/1, 2
A-205/1, 2-A-204/1, 2
A-308/1, 2-A-206/1, 2
A-502/1, 2-A-503/1, 2



Annex 6

Patrol routes for containment building in
integrated tests

1

Room

2

Inspection objects

Mark-1.80

V-004

V-007

V-005

V-010

V-009

A-011

A-015

A-014

cable, pulse and process passages, pressure door to room A-004/3; stopper
valves - quantity 2; pressure door to inlet box

cable and pulse passages, 10 hatches under air coolers, pressure door to
delivery box

seals of R-l fan shafts (quantity 5), 5 round hatches in walls in row G

cable and pulse passages, valve trap

process and pulse passages

pulse passages

pressure door to A-013/2, process and pulse passages, cable passages above
door to A-013/2

pressure door to room A-004/4, cable, pulse and process passages

Mark 0.00 and +2.70

V-105

A-107

A-108

V-104

E-102
E-107

pressure doors to rooms A-103/2 and A-105/2, cable, pulse and process
passages

process and pulse passages, backup stoppers, stem passages

process, pulse and cable passages, pressure door to room A-101/2

pressure door to room A-104/2

passage of any type

Mark +5.40 and +6.30

V-209

V-203

A-210

cable passages in wall in row "G" E-3

cable passages of main circulating pump cables (quantity 2), passages E382,
383, 381, 384, 388, 380, 379, 378 and 377

cable passages E77



V-214

A-008

E-202

A-214

process passages

cable passages E-304, E-305 (entrance from A-203)

passages of all types

process passages in pipeline corridor from room A-206/2

Mark +9.60 and 10.50

A-301 ' '

A-302

A-306

hatches above steam generators and main circulating pumps, backup passages,
reactor cover

overflow valves, quantity 9

cable passages E-205

Mark +14.7

A-503

E-401

cable (E-219), pulse and process passages; pressure door to room A-502/2

process passages of main steam pipelines and feeder pipelines



ATTACHMENT 5

Results of Leaktiglitness Testing for Kola Unit 2 (5/96)
(English and Russian)



KOLATOM Kola Nuclear Power Plant

FAX

1. To:

Company:

Telephone;

Fax:

2. To:

Company:

Telephone:

Fax:

Yu. V. Kon"yev

REA Concern

(095)220-64-30

(095)220-63-64

Dr. George A. Greene

Director BNL (USA)

516-344-2296

516-344-3526

From:

Telephone:

Fax:

Date:

Reference Number

No. pp. incl. coven

V. V. Omel'chuk

Chief Engineer

(815-32)-68-351

(815-32>68-140

31 May 1996

11/8-249

7

concerning the forwarding of the test certificate
for the system of pressurized rooms of unit 2.

Gentlemen:

Per your request, I am sending certificate 55-96/TsNIP for the testing of the system of pressurized
rooms of unit 2 of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant conducted after preventive maintenance PPR-
96.

Attachment: 1. Certificate 5 5-96/TsNIP, 6 pages, to each address.

Respectfully,

Chief Engineer [signed] V. V. Omel'chuk



APPROVED
Chief Engineer, Kola NPP

[signature] V. V. Omel'chuk
30 May 1996

Kola NPP, unit 2
Reactor Department
Design component: system of pressurized rooms (SGP)
Reference document: working program 1.2-11-20PG-94

A committee made up of the following
deputy director, TsNIP
[setup, testing and startup department]
supervisor of GLSB, TsNIP
engineer, reactor department

Kola Nuclear Power Plant
Certificate 55-96/TsNIP

25 - 27 May 1996

S. V. Gorelikhin

T. I. Petkevich
V. V. Sborovskiy

tested the integrity of the system of pressurized rooms and obtained the following results.

Test

1. Vacuum test of
SGP

2. Pressurization of
SGP

Program
item

item 8.1

item 8.2

f

Test criteria (results of
previous tests alter

preventive maintenance
PPR-94)

Vacuum in SGP,
199 mmH2O

Pressure achieved in
SGP, 70 mrnHiO,

Leakage 1=4950% of
volume per day

(for P=0.5 atm gauge);
Leak equivalent

diameter De=366 mm

Result

Vacuum in SGP,
226 mmH2O

Pressure achieved in
SGP, 275 mmHjO;

Leakage L=768% of
volume per day

(for P=0.5 atm gauge);
Leak equivalent

diameter De=192 mm

Conclusion

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

1. Course of tests
The testing was conducted in two stages: vacuum testing and pressurization testing.
1.1. Vacuum testing: the SGP [system of pressurized rooms] was prepared for the tests

in accordance with the specifications of the testing program. Personnel of the TsNIP [setup,
testing and startup department] and repair personnel of the TsTsR [centralized repair shop],
TsTAI [thermal automation and measurement department], ETs [electrical shop] and KRU, Kola
NPP, were admitted to the pressurized area to look for defects. A vacuum was created in the
pressurized enclosure by the operation of two fans of the 2B-4 system (overall flow rate
Q = 80,000 m3/h). The vacuum level was monitored with a U-shaped pressure gauge situated on
a pulse pressure measurement tube in the steam generator box.



Several dozen flaws were discovered in the pressure iining, passages and hatch and door
seals in the course of the vacuum testing; the flaws basically were eliminated within a day by the
repair personnel. Supplementary vacuum testing to confirm the elimination of the defects and
possibly to detect new ones was performed before the pressurization testing. At the conclusion of
vacuum testing, the pressure valves of ventilation system 2B-4 in steam generator box 2A-4/6,7
were closed, and the vacuum drop time was monitored,

1.2. Pressurization testing: the SGP was prepared for tests in accordance with the
specifications of the testing program. A positive pressure was created in the pressurized!
enclosure by the operation of a compressor to test the pressurized enclosure of the reactor units
of phase 2. The pressure was monitored with two pressure gauges with a scale of 0 - 1 kg/cm2

and an accuracy class of 0.4 situated on pressure measurement tubes in the steam generator box.
Because of the inadequate capacity of the compressor and the relatively great extent of the

pressurization system, the pressure in the sealed enclosure reached P = 275 mmH2O. An outside
inspection of the SGP was performed at this pressure, and the amount of leakage from the GO
[pressurized enclosure] was determined after the compressor had been turned off.

2. Conclusions
2.1. The test results are in conformity with the criteria.
2.2. The defects cited in Annex 1 were detected in the course of the tests.

[signed] S. V. Gorelikhin
[signed] T. I. Petkevich
[signed] V. V. Sborovskiy

3. Conclusion
3.1. The integrity of the system of pressurized rooms (SGP) has been enhanced

substantially due to the execution of a set of actions during preventive maintenance PPR-96.
3.2. The system of pressurized rooms is hereby cleared for further operation.
3.3. The defects discovered are to be eliminated in accordance with Annex 1.

The parties responsible are: the centralized repair shop (TsTsR), the
thermal automation and measurement department (TsTAI), the electrical
shop (ETs) and the TsEOO (according to affiliation).

3.4. Measures are to be developed for the further enhancement of the integrity of the
SGP.

Party responsible: setup, testing and startup department (TsNDP);
Deadline: June 1996.

Head of Reactor Department [signed] P. I. Novozhilov

Head of Setup, Testing
and Startup Department [signed] G. S. Paradnikov



LIST OF DEFECTS OF THE PRESSURIZED ENCLOSURE OF UNIT 2 DISCOVERED
DURING TESTS OF THE ENCLOSURE AFTER PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PPR-96

1

Item

DISCOVERED DURING VACUUM
TESTING

1. Lining defect (at the top under the
entry door)

2. Lack of fusion penetration in lining in
floor behind RTO

3. Leakage under pulse tubes behind RTO

4. Lining flaw behind platform in wall

5. Lining flaw at point of weld of
suspension (left remote) to ceiling

6. Lining defect on cable shaft by steam
generator PG-1

7. Lining defect on cable shaft by steam
generator PG-6

8. Lining defect on wall behind steam
generator PG-6 (at inlet of pipeline)

9. Two lining defects on wall behind
steam generator PG-5

2

Room

A-105/2

A-206/2

A-206/2

A-207/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

3

Party
responsible for

execution

Centralized
repair shop

(TsTsR)

4

Execution deadline

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing



10. Lining defect on wail between steam
generator PG-4 and steam generator PG-5

11. Lining defect of vertical pipeline
passage behind steam generator PG-1 (to
the right of ladder)

12. Leak on pulse line DylOO (metering)
and along lining separation between KZV
[exhaust stopper valve] K-l 1/23 inlet and
lining behind steam generator PG-3 (under
GK service platform)

13. Leak on inlet passage Dy 15

14. Lining defect on wall at mark 4.5

15. Lining defect in corner behind channel

16. Leak in door seal from A-101/2 to
A-107/2

17. Leak on inlet passage Dy20

18. Leak on inlet steam lines

19. Defect on main circulating pump
(GTsK) support (cold line) of loop 1

20. Leak along pipeline Dy200 (at floor)
by 2P-2/6

21. Leak on cable passage

22. Leaks in seal of operation hatch and
hatch above 2GTsN-4

23. Leak in floor (bordering on room A-
004/3)

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-101/2

A-101/2

A-101/2
(top)

A-101/2

A-502/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-102/2
(inner
wall)

A-103/2

A-002/2

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

eliminated after
vacuum testing



24. Gas pocket under connecting platform
in room A-013/2

25. Gas pocket in weld at joining of floor
and wall of room A-013/2 (to right of
entrance)

26. Defect by passage in wall in room A-
012/2 at floor level

27. Weld defect on support of pipeline
Dy500 of cold line, loop 1

28. Weld defect on face of support prop
under 2PG-6

29. Gas pocket on wall of cable shaift

30. Ceiling lining defect next to KZV K-
11/24 and K-l 1/25

31. Lining defect by gangway (1.5 m from
floor)

32. Weld defect on frame of opening
between room A-013/2 and SVO-1

33. Weld defect in lining of gangway

34. Leak on pulse tube inlet

35. Leaks on hatches £>y800 of system R-
1-2,3,4,5

36. Weld defect around pulse tube above
KIP box (SIR-324) opposite 2P-2/6

37. Weld defect around 2P-1/4, 2/2, 1/2

38. Lining bum-through at point of weld
of hoist beam between loops 2 and 3

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2 '

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-013/2

A-013/2

A-013/2

A-001/2

B-009/2

A-102/2

A-102/2

A-102/2

TsTsR

TsEOO

TsTsR

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

' eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing



39. Defect on abutment of KID [pressure
relief valve] inlet with pressure lining (2.5
right of door, last on left)

40. Leak on section under reactor cover
of transportation passage from BV [spent
fuel pool] to BP

41. In room A-015/5, cut and seal pipe
Dy32 (in room A-002/2, the pipe passes
around the ring of the reactor shaft at a
height of 1.5 m from the floor)

42. Numerous lining defects in reactor
shaft under cantilever

circular
corridor
211-4

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97



1

DISCOVERED IN PRESSURIZATION
TESTING

1. Leak on gangway lining

2. Leak on pulse passage (left of door to
room A-308/2)

3. Leak on 2PG-3 constant ventilation
passage

4. Leak on KIP passage by 2PG-4,5
constant ventilation passage

5. Leak in gangway weld

6. Leak around circumference of air inlet
passage (in right wall)

7. Leak in Dy800 hatch seal (4 from
entrance)

8. Leak in rectangular hatch seal (2 and 4
from entrance)

9. Leaks in gland seal of ventilator shafts
2R-l-3,4,5

10. Leaks around circumference of
protective plates of ventilator system 2P-1

2

A-303/2

A-306/2

A-014/2

A-014/2

B-007/2..

B-210/2
(second
room)

B-008/2

B-008/2

B-005/2

3

TsTsR

thermal
automation

and
measurement
department

(TsTAI)

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsEOO

TsEOO

TsEOO

TsEOO

4

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97 (assemble
face seals)

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97



11. KIP control valve (backup line P) out
of order at gate valve 21-17/4

12. Leaks in two cable passages (45-46,
for example)

12. Leak in cable passage (47, for
example)

13. Leak in cable passage (48, for
example)

14. Leak in KIP inlet passage

15. Leak in gangway lining

B-005/2

A-203/2

A-008/2

A-008/2

A-012/2'

A-303/2

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTsR

TsTsR

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit



KOLATOM Kola Nuclear Power Plant

FAX

1. To:

Company:

Telephone:

Fax:

2. To:

Company:

Telephone:

Fax:

Yu. V. Kon^ev

REA Concern

(095)220-64-30

(095)220-63-64

Dr. George A. Greene

Director BNL (USA)

516-344-2296

516-344-3526

From:

Telephone:

Fax:

Date:

Reference Number

No. pp. incl. cover:

V. V. Omel'chuk

ChiefEngineer

(815-32)-68-351

(815-32)-68-140

31 May 1996

11/8-249

7

concerning the forwarding of the test certificate
for the system of pressurized rooms of unit 2.

Gentlemen:

Per your request, I am sending certificate 55-96/TsNIP for the testing of the system of pressurized
rooms of unit 2 of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant conducted after preventive maintenance PPR-
96.

Attachment: 1. Certificate 55-96/TsNIP, 6 pages, to each address.

Respectfully,

ChiefEngineer [signed] V. V. Omel'chuk



APPROVED
Chief Engineer, KolaNPP

[signature] V. V. Omel'chuk
30 May 1996

KolaNPP, unit 2
Reactor Department
Design component: system of pressurized rooms (SGP)
Reference document: working program 1.2-11-20PG-94

A committee made up of the following
deputy director, TsNIP
[setup, testing and startup department]
supervisor of GLSB, TsMP
engineer, reactor department

Kola Nuclear Power Plant
Certificate 55-96/TsNIP

25-27 May 1996

S. V. Gorelikhin

T. I. Petkevich
V. V. Sborovskiy

tested the integrity of the system of pressurized rooms and obtained the following results.

Test

1. Vacuum test of
SGP

2. Pressurization of
SGP

Program
item

item 8.1

item 8.2

Test criteria (results of
previous tests after

preventive maintenance
PPR-94)

Vacuum in SGP,
199 mmH20

Pressure achieved in
• SGP, 70 mmH20;

Leakage L=4950% of
volume per day

(for P=0.5 aim gauge);
Leak equivalent

diameter De=366 mm

Result

Vacuum in SGP,
226 mmH2O

Pressure achieved in
SGP, 275 mmH2O;

Leakage L=768% of
volume per day

(for P=0.5 atm gauge);
Leak equivalent

diameter De=192 mm

Conclusion

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

1. Course of tests
The testing was conducted in two stages: vacuum testing and pressurization testing.
1.1. Vacuum testing: the SGP [system of pressurized rooms] was prepared for the tests

in accordance with the specifications of the testing program. Personnel of the TsND? [setup,
testing and startup department] and repair personnel of the TsTsR [centralized repair shop],
TsTAI [thermal automation and measurement department], ETs [electrical shop] and KRU, Kola
NPP, were admitted to the pressurized area to look for defects. A vacuum was created in the
pressurized enclosure by the operation of two fans of the 2B-4 system (overall flow rate
Q = 80,000 m3/h). The vacuum level was monitored with a U-shaped pressure gauge situated on
a pulse pressure measurement tube in the steam generator box.



Several dozen flaws were discovered in the pressure lining, passages and hatch and door
seals in the course of the vacuum testing; the flaws basically were eliminated within a day by the
repair personnel. Supplementary vacuum testing to confirm the elimination of the defects and
possibly to detect new ones was performed before the pressurization testing. At the conclusion of
vacuum testing, the pressure valves of ventilation system 2B-4 in steam generator box 2A~4/6,7
were closed, and the vacuum drop time was monitored.

1.2. Pressurization testing: the SGP was prepared for tests in accordance with the
specifications of the testing program. A positive pressure was created in the pressurized
enclosure by the operation of a compressor to test the pressurized enclosure of the reactor units
of phase 2. The pressure was monitored with two pressure gauges with a scale of 0 - 1 kg/cm2

and an accuracy class of 0.4 situated on pressure measurement tubes in the steam generator box.
Because of the inadequate capacity of the compressor and the relatively great extent of the

pressurization system, the pressure in the sealed enclosure reached P = 275 mmHbO. An outside
inspection of the SGP was performed at this pressure, and the amount of leakage from the GO
[pressurized enclosure] was determined after the compressor had been turned off.

2. Conclusions
2.1. The test results are in conformity with the criteria.
2.2. The defects cited in Annex 1 were detected in the course of the tests.

[signed] S. V. Gorelikhin
[signed] T. I. Petkevich
[signed] V. V. Sborovskiy

3. Conclusion
3.1. The integrity of the system of pressurized rooms (SGP) has been enhanced

substantially due to the execution of a set of actions during preventive maintenance PPR-96.
3.2. The system of pressurized rooms is hereby cleared for further operation.
3.3. The defects discovered are to be eliminated in accordance with Annex 1.

The parties responsible are: the centralized repair shop (TsTsR), the
thermal automation and measurement department (TsTAI), the electrical
shop (ETs) and the TsEOO (according to affiliation).

3.4. Measures are to be developed for the further enhancement of the integrity of the
SGP.

Party responsible: setup, testing and startup department (TsNIP);
Deadline: June 1996.

Head of Reactor Department [signed] P. I. Novozhilov

Head of Setup, Testing
and Startup Department [signed] G. S. Paradnikov



LIST OF DEFECTS OF THE PRESSURIZED ENCLOSURE OF UNIT 2 DISCOVERED
DURING TESTS OF THE ENCLOSURE AFTER PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PPR-96

1

Item

DISCOVERED DURING VACUUM
TESTING

1. Lining defect (at the top under the
entry door)

2. Lack of fusion penetration in lining in
floor behind RTO

3. Leakage under pulse tubes behind RTO

4. Lining flaw behind platform in wall

5. Lining flaw at point of weld of
suspension (left remote) to ceiling

6. Lining defect on cable shaft by steam
generator PG-1

7. Lining defect on cable shaft by steam
generator PG-6

8. Lining defect on wall behind steam
generator PG-6 (at inlet of pipeline)

9. Two lining defects on wall behind
steam generator PG-5

2

Room

A-105/2

A-206/2

A-206/2

A-207/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

3

Party
responsible for

execution

Centralized
repair shop

(TsTsR)

4

Execution deadline

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing



10. Lining defect on wall between steam
generator PG-4 and steam generator PG-5

11. Lining defect of vertical pipeline
passage behind steam generator PG-1 (to
the right of ladder)

12. Leak on pulse line DylOO (metering)
and along lining separation between KZV
[exhaust stopper valve] K-11/23 inlet and
lining behind steam generator PG-3 (under
GK service platform)

13. Leak on inlet passage Dy 15

14. Lining defect on wall at mark 4.5

15. Lining defect in corner behind channel

16. Leak in door seal from A-101/2 to
A-107/2

17. Leak on inlet passage Dy20

18. Leak on inlet steam lines

19. Defect on main circulating pump
(GTsK) support (cold line) of loop 1

20. Leak along pipeline Dy200 (at floor)
by 2P-2/6

21. Leak on cable passage

22. Leaks in seal of operation hatch and
hatch above 2GTsN-4

23. Leak in floor (bordering on room A-
004/3)

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-101/2

A-101/2

A-101/2
(top)

A-101/2

A-502/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-102/2
(inner
wall)

A-103/2

A-002/2

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

eliminated after
vacuum testing

I/'



24. Gas pocket under connecting platform
in room A-013/2

25. Gas pocket in weld at joining of floor
and wall of room A-013/2 (to right of
entrance)

26. Defect by passage in wall in room A-
012/2 at floor level

27. Weld defect on support of pipeline
Dy500 of cold line, loop 1

28. Weld defect on face of support prop
under 2PG-6

29. Gas pocket on wall of cable shaft

30. Ceiling lining defect next to KZV K-
11/24 and K-l 1/25

31. Lining defect by gangway (1.5m from
floor)

32. Weld defect on frame of opening
between room A-013/2 and SVO-1

33. Weld defect in lining of gangway

34. Leak on pulse tube inlet

35. Leaks on hatches DySOO of system R-
1-2,3,4,5

36. Weld defect around pulse tube above
KIP box (SIR-324) opposite 2P-2/6

37. Weld defect around 2P-1/4, 2/2, 1/2

38. Lining burn-through at point of weid
of hoist beam between loops 2 and 3

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-002/2

A-013/2

A-013/2

A-013/2

A-001/2

B-009/2

A-102/2

A-102/2

A-102/2

TsTsR

TsEOO

TsTsR

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing

before startup of
the unit

eliminated after
vacuum testing



39. Defect on abutment of KID [pressure
relief valve] inlet with pressure lining (2.5
right of door, last on left)

40. Leak on section under reactor cover
of transportation passage from BV [spent
fuel pool] to BP

41. In room A-015/5, cut and seal pipe
Dy32 (in room A-002/2, the pipe passes
around the ring of the reactor shaft at a
height of 1.5 m from the floor)

42. Numerous lining defects in reactor
shaft under cantilever

circular
corridor
211-4

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

eliminated after
vacuum testing

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97

preventive
maintenance PPR-

97



1

DISCOVERED IN PRESSURIZATION
TESTING

1. Leak on gangway lining

2. Leak on pulse passage (left of door to
room A-308/2)

3. Leak on 2PG-3 constant ventilation
passage

4. Leak on KIP passage by 2PG-4,5
constant ventilation passage

5. Leak in gangway weld

6. Leak around circumference of air iniet
passage (in right wall)

7. Leak in Dy800 hatch seal (4 from
entrance)

8. Leak in rectangular hatch seal (2 and 4
from entrance)

9. Leaks in gland seal of ventilator shafts
ZR-1-3,4,5

10. Leaks around circumference of
protective plates of ventilator system 2P-1

2

A-303/2

A-306/2

A-014/2

A-014/2

B-007/2

B-210/2
(second
room)

B-008/2

B-008/2

B-005/2

3

TsTsR

thermal
automation

and
measurement
department

(TsTAI)

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsTsR

TsEOO

TsEOO

TsEOO

TsEOO

4

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97 (assemble
face seals)

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97



11. KIP control valve (backup line P) out
of order at gate valve 21-17/4

12. Leaks in two cable passages (45-46,
for example)

12. Leak in cable passage (47, for
example)

13. Leak in cable passage (48, for
example)

14. Leak in KIP inlet passage

15. Leak in gangway lining

B-005/2

A-203/2

A-008/2

A-008/2

A-012/2

A-303/2

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTAI

TsTsR

TsTsR

preventive
maintenance

PPR-97

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit

before startup of
the unit
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r •

j A-002/2 :
i • '•
i
!• A-002/2 .

i

r A-002/2
i . • ;•

| A-002/2

!
I A-002^ .

s
I

i

\ •

\ A-I01/2

IA-IOt/2 ;
i • •

"j

j

: ro rIOCJIE

OrBercrBeH-
HH>TH 3 a HC-
nojiaeime

3:

•

- - ;

IWP

-

imp

am3

C

IOKA.2,
UIIP-96.

IpOK HCETOJI-

I "• 4

yenpaHeHo no-,
cse BaKyyMH—

ycrpaneHO no-;

yorpaneHO n o - •
cite BaicyyMH- "

fi.o nycKa 6jioKa .
I • • • • • •

• ydrpaaeHo n o -
cafe BajcyyifiK—
pOJBaHHX
ycapaHeso no-
cire BaicyyMHi—:

• ycagpaaeso no r :
C3I© Ba^^yMH-r
pO53aS££5?
ycrpaneHO n o - "
cui& BaKyyM35'-

ycrpaHeHO n o - •
cne BakyyMH- "

go nytaca SjroKa.

jco nycKa 6jiOKa •

ycipaHeHO no - :
CH^I B3KyyM]S—.
•poî aHHsr
ycipaHeHO n o -
t-Ji.C?3 t>€MJ\j j^S/LxX

•r i
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I 3
15. ,He<j>eKT OSJIBHOBKH B yray 3a utBenjie-
pOM

A-I01/2
CBepx)

ycrpaHeHo no-
cije BaKyyMifpo-
B3HHS

16. Te*n» ho yxaiOTHemao RBZpu H3
A-I01/2BA-I07/2-

A-101/2 hycKa 6jioKa

17. Tent no 3aKnajEBOH npoxaEPcn Jiy20 A-502/2 no-
cite BaicyyMa-
pO&aHKS

18. TCIH no 3aKJta£HbiM naponpoBoaoB A-002/2 nnp-97
19. ^e$eKT Ha onope I*UK
HHTKa) nexnE I

A-002/2 ycrpaHeao no-
oste BaxyyaiH-
pPB

20. Te«n.
nojia) BOSJie 2P-2/6

(y A-I02/2
(BHyrp.
creaa)

no-.
cie
pp

21. Tei t no Ka6em>HOH npoxoflice A-I03/2 ycxpaHeHo no-
cie BaKyyMH

22. Te«iH no ymiOTHeHBno
CKoro jnoKa, jnooKa aan 2TXJH-4

nnp-97

23. Ten, B DOJiy
004/3).

K DOM. A- A-002/2 ycncpaHeHo no-
a t e BaKyyMH-
PPB3HHX

24. CBHIU aoji. nepexoAHofi nnoma^jcoH B
noM. A-013/2. .

A-002/2 ycxpaneHO no-
cse BaicyyMH-

25. CBHIH B csapHOM ume npHMbucaiiHH
nojia K crene nowt- A-013/2 (cnpaBa o t

A-002/2 ycipaHeHO uo-
cne BaicyyMH-

26. .ZJetJieKT BO3Jie npoxoi^cpi B creKe B
noM. A1012/2 Ha ypoBHejioJia.

A-002/2 ycrprpaHeno no-

PPBaHHS
27. JXefy&xT CBapHoro msa Ha onope xpy-
6onpOBOja.a JSy500 XOJI. HHTKH nenni N° I. -

A-002/2 ycrpaneHo rto-
cae BaicyyMH-

28- ^ojjeicr CBapHoro nma Ha Topue noa-
Koca onopw HO,EI; 2Iir-6.

A-002/2 ytxpaaeao no-

POB33BKH
28 . CBKIH Ha c rene Ka6em>HOH uiaxTM. A-002/2 yc-cpaHeHO no-

30. JJecjieicr O6JIHHOBKH noTOJiKa psmoM c
K3B K-i 1/24, K-11/25.

A-002/2 aohycfza. 6jiOKa-

31. #e$eKT oSromoBKH BO3ne Tpana (1,5 M
OT nojia).

A-013/2 .ycipaHeHO no-
cae BaKyyMH

32. JX<efyexT CBapHoro jinsa no o6paMiie-
HHK> npoeMa iwexay noM. A-013/2 H
CBO-I

A-013/2 ycrpaHeso no-
pp

33.

Tpana
cBapaoro B o6jiHuoBKe A-013/2 Ecytaca 6nOKa

i f . . -»<
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1
34 . Te«ib n o 3aKita^gQH HMnyj&CH&ct xpy-
6OK» '. ' •

35. Te<m no jDoKaat ,Zty800 cHcrewbi P.-1-
2,3,4,5
36. ,Z$e$eKT csapHoro nroa soiepyr HM-
nyjifcCHOH Tpy&CH Has KOPOSKOH KHII
(CHP-324) aanpoTHB 2P-2/6
37. ^e$BKr csapHoro 3t»Ba BOKpyr 2P-I/4,
2/2, i/2 :
38- ITpoacor O6JIHUOSKH B wetrre npHBapKH
SariicHTejibtfiepa M/y 2 H 3 rcexntfMH

39- fle^etcr no npKMbXKamao 3aKJiaji,HOH
KBtHa K repMooStmuosKe (2,5 ox jgpBepn
cripaBa, noc3F€2̂ HKK otesa)
40 . TOTB no cejcropy no^KOjina^iHOMy
xpaHcnopTKoro icopKaopa BB-EII
41. B noM. A-0I5/5 o6pe3a-n> H 3arjiyuiHTb
xpy6y,£!j32 (B now. A-002/2 Tpy6a npo-
xoflHT xio KOJibny maxrbi peaicropa Ha HH-
coxe l,5MOTn:o5ia) •
42, MHoro«3pac3iCTCBS>ie ne$eKTBi o6jranOB-.
KH B maxrepeaKTopa no^; KOHCOJK>3EO "

• 2 •

" A-00I/2 ?

B-009/2 ;

A-102/2 ;

A-I02/2. j

A-102/2

KOJIbUeBOH:
KopH^op:

2IL-4 i

: 3 : :

- ; ;

1̂ 300

:

•

imp

UUP

i3HP .:

: 1 . 4
ydrpaHeso no-. .
tyre : BaKyyMH-
posaHHa

36 itycsca 6JIOKE

ycipaBteao no-
a p . BaKyyMH:- .
posaHHS

RO irycaca 6aoKa.

ycrpajer^ao no-
cae BaicyyMH-
ppBaktia
ycrpaHeHo no-
cne :BasyyMH-
ppBaHHS

I 3 H P - 9 7 - - ,

nr

rn

[P-97

IP-97
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BbUIBJIEHO n P H HAJUTVBE
I. Tcn> no o&maoBKe xpana
2. TeHfe no KMnyJtfcCHoB npoxOAJce (cnesa
OTjiBepK B A-308/2)
3 . Tent, no npoxonjce nocroHHHofi npojjyB-
KH2£ir-3
4. Te*n» no npoxojcce KHII Bowie xpy6o-
npOEOAa riocr. npoAYBKH 2IIJr-4,5
5_ Te«H> no csapHOMy mcety Tpana
6. Tesb no OKpyTKHOCTH rrpoxo^KM BO3ity-
xosozia C^npatByK) cxeHy) " •-

7. Te«n> no yiuiOTHeu»ao JnoKa ^y800 (4 OT
Bxojxa) '•
8- Te^fr no ynnoxHeHrao npaMoyrojiiHoro
nioKa (2 H 4 OT Bxona) - -
9. TeiB a o cajibHHKOBOMy ynnoiHeHHK)
B3JIOB BeHTHnjlTOpOB 2P-^-3,4,5

10- Te«iH no OKpy»nocTH 6poHes&rx HJBHT
Bear. CHcrewcbt 2P-1
11. HeHcnpaseH 3OJIOTHHK Beamns KHTI

t2 . TeHH no 2 Ka6ejibHWM npoxoAKaM ;
Cuanp. 45-46) . |
12. TcHb no Ka6eni>HOH npoxo^Ke (Hanp. j
47) i
13. Te«n> no Ka6ejn,HO*3 npoxoAKe i
(Hairp.45) 1
14. Tem, no 3aicnaaHo2 npoxojiKH KHI1 f
15. Te«n>no oojnmoBKe rpana* i

i

PyKOBOOTTent rnGB UjE5Hn $C$$
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i :

f A-303/2 :

! A-306/2

j A-014/2
i . • ; •

| A-014/2

! B-007/2 i
i &-210/2 .
! (BToppe

noM.) •
\ B-008/2

B-008/2

B-005/2

B-005/2 :

A-203/2

A-008/2

A-008/2

A-012/2 .
A-303/2
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IWP
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ATTACHMENT 6

Results of Leaktightness Testing for Kola Unit 1 (10/96)
(English and Russian)



KOLA-ATOM Kola Nuclear Power Piant
TELEFAX

To: Dr. George Greene

Company: BNL(USA)

Telephone: 516-344-2296

Fax: 516-344-3526

From: Omel'chuk, V.V.

Chief Engineer

Telephone: 815-32-68-351

Fax: 815-32-68-140

Date: Dec. 15,1996

Issuing No. 11/8-519
Number of pages, including cover page: 8

Dear Mr. Green!

I am directing to your attention documentation regarding integral leak-tight testing of the
containment (hermetic sheild) for Unit 1 following the planned outage of the unit The completed
maintenance work and the repair/reconstruction of the elements of the hermetic barrier system have
contributed to a considerable decrease in the amount of leakage from the containment. However, as
always, large leakage of air during the testing was observed through the ventilation system of the
hermetic barrier system.

During the sealing of the hatches following their construction/repair, it was determined, that
in order to substantially seal them it was imperative to use a softer rubber, than the one that was
provided by you earlier at the Kola NPP of the size 15 x 20 mm ( instead of 15 x 30). I am asking
that you look nto the possibility of supplying this type of rubber for the Kola NPP. The required
amount of rubber is indicated in the Kola NPP fax "Issue number 11/8-448" dated October 16,1996.

In the weekly progress report from October 25, 1996, according to the International program
for Nuclear Safety, prepared by PNL (USA, Richland, Washington Stated), it is indicated that
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) personnel have prepared for the Hungarian NPP a report
"Containment Loading and Structural Response during Accidents Involving Rupture of Wide-
diameter Steam Pipes at WER-440/213 NPP"(Jeff Binder, ANL, 630-252-7265). I am asking for
your help in providing/directing a copy of this document to the Kola NPP in order to study this
document and it's possible application/utilization.

Attachment: Document No. 182-96/CNIP from December 04,1996 regarding integral leak-
tight testing of hermetic seal/containment of Unit 1 following planned outage on 7 pages in one
submittal.

With Respect,
Chief Engineer Omel' chuk V.V.

Authorization



Chief Engineer Kola NPP
V.V. Omel'chuk

1996Dec. 12

NPP
182-96/CNIP
Document

Kola NPP, Unit 1
Reactor (Unit)?
Structural Element: System of Hermetic Units/Compartments
Guidance Document:Working Program No. 1,2-11-20PG-94

Committe Members:
Acting Director CNIP Gorelichina, S.V.
Manager GLSB CNIP Petkovich, T.I.
Engineer RC Sborovskoi V.V.

Conducted testing of leak-tightness of the hermetic enclosures/spaces and obtained the following
results:

Name/type of
experiment

1. "Vacuuming/
evacuation of
Central Hermetic
system

2.Pressurization
of CHS

Program item

p.8.1

p.8.2

Criteria for
experiments
(results,obtained
from previous
experiments
during Planned
Outage- 1995)

Exhaust into the
Central Hermetic
System 100
mm/24 hrs

Attained pressure
level in CHS
90mm/24hrs,
leakage
L=4560%
volume in 24 hrs
(recalculation to
P=0,5 atm.
Equivalent
diameter of
openings
D=354mm

Results Obtained

Exhaust into
CHS 220
mm/24hrs

Attained pressure
in CHS 320
mm,/24hrs
Leakage L=720%
volume in 24 hrs.
(recalculation for
P=0,5atm.
Equivalent
diameter of
openings D=l 34
(184?) mm

Conclusions

Satisfactory

Satisfactory



1. Experimental Steps.
The experiments were conducted in two stages: vacuuming and pressurization

1.1 Vacuuming: CHS (Central Hermetic System) was prepared for the experiments in
accordance with the testing requirements. CNTP personnel were permitted into primary containment
along with —,—,—,— KNPP personnel in order to locate defects. Exhaust into the primary
containment/hermetic seal was accomplished with two fans in the 2V-4 system (general rate Q=80
000m 3/hr.). The control of the exhaust was accomplished by U-like pressure gage, located on the
impulse pipe pressure indicator in box PG(power generator).

During the vacuuming process more than twenty defects were determined along the outerskin
of the containment/hermetic covering, along penetrations, along hatch and door seals, the most
significant of which were eliminated by maintenance crews during two shifts.

1.2 Pressurization: CHS was prepared for exeriments in accordance with testing prgram
requirements. Surplus (excess) pressure in the containment/hermetic cover was created by a
compressor for testing the leak-tightness of the units as the following measure. The pressure control
was maintained by two gauges with a scale 0+1 ~/cm2 degree of accuracy 0.4 , located on the
impulse pipe pressure indicator in box/unit PG.

In connection with the inadequate functioning of the compressor, and like-wize because of
the considerable line of route of the exhaust system, pressure in the primary containment/hermetic
seal reached p=320 mm in 24 hrs.

P.3.
At this pressure level an external inspection was conducted of the CHS

(containment/hermetic system), after turning off the compressor the rate of leakage from the
containment was determined.

2. Conclusions.
2.1. Results of the tests were in accordance with the criteria.
2.2. The defects discovered during the testing, were eliminated. 1.

S.V. Gorelikhin
T.I. Petkevich
V.V. Sborovskii

3 .In Summary.
3.1.By taking advantage of the Planned Outage-96 at the complex, considerable

improvements to the CHS were achieved.
3.2 The system of hermetic spaces/units can now permit future power operations.
3.3. Eliminate the revealed defects in accordance with the attachment

"Responsible parties" —,—,—,—, (according to affiliations)
3.4. Develop improvements for improving the leak-tightness of the CHS during the Planned

Outage -97.
"Responsibility of CNIP During December 1996

Director of RC P.I.Novojilov
Director of CNIP G.S.Paradnikov



p.4
LIST OF DEFECTS IN THE HERMETIC CONTAINMENT. REVEALED DURING TESTING
IN 1996.

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Name/Item No. No. Responsibil.
for
elimination

REVEALED DURING VACUUMING

Leakage of air along gasket K-
11/1

Leakage of air along gasket K-
12/14

Improperly positioned terminator
K-ll/18

Re-seal door-hatch of air passage
1V-1 in front of hermetic valve
1G-1

Leakage of air along welded seam
between foundation and piping
conduits for service water

Defect of the outer shell of the
maintenance area PK KO,
"otm"10.5 (behind 1R-17/4)

Leakage along sealed door
between A-101/1 and A-108/1

Defect in the outer shell of the
maintenance area MK KO "otm"
10.5 (behind exhaust chamber)

Leakage of air along the feedwater
piping and steam piping

Defect of outer shell at the BB
support (closest to the door to the
left of the entrance)

A-105/1

A-109/1

A-108/1

V-304

lb-005

A-101/1

A-101/1

A-101/1

A-101/1
A-002/1

CEOO

CEOO

CTAI

CEOO

KAER

KAER

CCR

KAER

KAER

KAER

Period/time of
elimination

before
pressurization

before
pressurization

before
pressurization

Planned
outage-97

December
1996

before power
start-up of the
Unit

before
pressurization

before power
start-up of
unit

before
pressurization

before power
start-up of
unit

Comments

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

seal with
air-tight
packing

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated



11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Defect of outer shell at the BB
support (second to the door closer
to "KO")

Defect of outer shell of the
maintenance area PK KO under
beam (on the wall opposite door
#6)

Passage of air from piping
"DIT150 (Air Pipe 150?) In the
floor under "KO"

Defect of outer shell of the floor
under KO(10*50mm)

Defect of outerfacing of the wall
behind KO at the level of the
heaters

Leakage along the outer housing
of the door lock between A-102/1
-A-103/1

In the floor under the KIP stand
(support) 1R-2/5 leakage along
perimeter of the square "packing"
(150*150)

Leakage along flanges of four
"DU" 250 Pipes on the inside wall
along lr-2/6

Leakage of air along traps of
enclosure A-103/1 and deck of
GCN

Weak leak along flange of
"undercap"

Leakage along two cable
penetrations to the left of door
(2 and 3 below)

Leakage along welded seam
between seal and outerfacing in
comer (7th pipe from the bottom)

A-502/1

A-101/1

A-101

A-101/1

A-101/1

A-102/1

A-102

A-102/1

A-102/1
A-103/1

A-103/1

A-103/1

KAER

KAER

CCR

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

CCR

TTO

CTAI

CTAI

before
pressurization

before
pressurization

before
pressurization

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before
pressurization

before
pressurization

December
1996

December
1996

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

inspected
valve SK-
40

sealed with
sealant

eliminated

eliminated



23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Defect of outerfacing of the wall
behind 1R-1/3

Defects of welded seams at the
base/support of NDr

Defects of outerfacing of hatch
opening above NDr

Leakage along the lower left
corner of door between A-102/1
and A-204/1

Two defects of welded seams
along the perimeter 1R-2/4

Leakage along opening (near
panel 43)

Two defects of outerfacing in the
flooring near the area of loop 6

Leakage along two seams in the
flooring near the area of loop 6

Defect in the outerfacing behind
Power Generator 4 on the wall
near the stairs under the platform

Defect of the outerfacing of the
floor behind the cold filament of
steam generator-3 at the steam
generator platform column (axis
32)

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-002
"mark"?
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
"mark"?
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
"mark"?
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
"mark"?
'otm"-1.8

A-002
mark
"otm"-
1.8

KAER

KAER

KAER

CCR

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

Planned
Outage-97

Planned
Outage-97

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-upofunit

before power
start-up of
unit

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated



33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

Defect in opening No. 5 (second
from bottom in the row of
openings)to the left of the
entrance to A-213/1

Defect in the outerfacing along
floor - wall joint between SG-2
and SG-3 (axis 34)

Defect in the outerfacing along
floor - wall joint behind SG-1 (to
the left of the cable tray)

Defect of the outerfacing of the
wall behind pipes behind the SG-
1 (above the "KIP" pipe
penetrations )

Leakage along the support frame
under GCH-2,3

Defects in the frame of the hot
GZZ 3 loops (between the box
and deck)

Defect in the outerseal behind the
door in the corner

Leakage from beneath the flange
bolts K-12/5 and K-11/4

Leakage under two cable
penetrations above the door

Leakage along cable penetration
flange in A-012/1 (to the left of
entrance door)

Defect in the outerseal of the wall
between A-013/1 and A-002/1

Leakage along welded seam and
the packing of the trap

A-002
mark
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
mark
"otm'1.8

A-002
mark
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
mark
"otm"-
1.8

A-002
mark
"otm"
-1.8

A-002
marking -
1.8

A-105/1

A-106/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

CEOO

CTAI

KAER

KAER

CCR

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

befor power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

Power
Outage-97

before
pressurization

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

before
pressurization

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

trap has
been
inspected



45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

Defect in the outerseal of the
ceiling between 1 PG-6 and cable
shaft

Leakage along flange of piping/
conduit penetration behind 1 PG-
2 (3m from bottom of the annular
platform)

Behind 1 PG-2 leakage along two
flanges of conduit penetrations

Two defects in the outerfacing on
the wall behind lSG-3(near the
top maintainance platform

Two defects of openings in the
wall next to "KO"

Defect in the outerfacing of the
wall near the top maintenance
platform !SG-1 (near the
feedwater piping conduits from
the SG-1 facing)

Defect in the outerfacing on the
wall along 1SG-1 (near the
feedwater piping conduits)

Defect in the outerfacing on the
wall betwee SG-5 and the
exploding-valve platform (under
the ceiling)

Defect in the outerfacing near the
feedwater piping conduit support
between SG-5 and SG-6

Defect in the outerfacing above
the openings for the steam piping
mark"otm" 14.0

Defect in the outerfacing near the
supports for piping conduits for
the sprinkling system

A-002/1

A-002/1
Top

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

A-101/1

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

A-002/1
top

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

KAER

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

before power
start-up of
unit

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

elliminted

eliminated



56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

Leakage through the breathing
hatches/vents of the biological
shield along the ceiling.

Small leak in the opening of
DU200 (air duct?)

Replace screw in top rack of door

Leakage along flanges of openings
1Y1-9,12,19

Leakage along hatch seal above
NDr-1

Undampen trap a-311/1 from trap
A 303/1

Leakage along cable
openings/penetrations (3 items)
near door no. A-502/1

Crack along welded seam on the
maintainance platform for
exploding valves near stairs
leading to shutoff valve

Leakage from the
opening/penetration (10mm) on
the top platform, left wall

Leakage along cable penetration
(4 pipes) behind 1SG-4

Leakage along cable penetration
(1 pipe) (left wall)

Leakage along cable penetration
(1 pipe) (opening above door)E-
205

Leakage along cable penetration
(1 pipe) (opening above door) E-
219

A-001/1

A-001/1

A-004/1

A-106/1

A-301

A-303/1

A-501/1

A-002/1
top

A-207/1

A-104/1

A-104/1

A-308/1

A-502/1

KAER

CCR

KAER

TTO

CCR

CTAI

KAER

KAER

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

Power
Outage-97

Power outage-
97

before
pressurization

December
1996

Power
Outage-97

before
pressurization

Power
Outage-97

before power
start-up of
unit

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

separate
measures

eliminated

completed

eliminted

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated
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69.

70.

71.

72.

Leakage along cable penetration
(5 pipes) E-8

Leakage along cable penetration
(2pipes)E-54

Leakage along cable penetration
(5pipes)E-7

Leakage along cable penetration
E-6a

A-002

A-103/1

A-004/1

A-004/2

CTT

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminted

DISCOVERED DURING PRESSURIZA TION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Weak leak along reserve/backup
cable penetrations (first
penetration/opening from the
entrance on the.the left side of the
floor)

Leakage along cable penetrations
2 pipes (to the left on the wall
across from SK-9IVM)

Leakage along cable penetration -
5 pipes (on the vertical wall
across SK-4IVM), caps not
tightened on all reserve openings

Leakage along cable penetration
13 pipes (on the vertical wall
across from "Hzck-6)

Leakage along the reserve cable
penetration

Leakage along cable penetration (
on the right, bottom outside)

A-201/1

A-203/1

A-203/1

A-203/1

A-008/1

A-008/2

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

CTAI

January-97

January-97

January-97

January-97

January-97

January-97

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Leakage along flange of piping
conduit from A-306/1 into A-
502/1

Leakage along piping conduit
flanges PK SUZ

Unsealed hatch above Hdr-1

Leakage along cable penetration
(second along the walkway)

Leakage along cable penetration
(last one)

l-P-1-5:
-leakage along armored plate
separations/seams
-leakage from under pressure
flange of gasket in the top portion

l-P-1-4:
-leakage from under pressure cap;
-leakage along outside edge of
ring;
-leakage along syphon seal

Leakage along flanges of service
water piping conduits.
-IP 1-3 entrance.;
-next to armour for IT-16/2
-lP-1-1 next to armour for 1T-
17/1

Leakage along seal of man-hole
hatch to the air duct P-l

Leakage along cable penetrations
(along top) between A-103/1 and
B-114/1

Leakage along piping flange (to
the left)

A-502/1

A-108/1

A-301

E-002/4

E-002/4

B-005/1

b-005/1

B-005/1

B-004/1

B-114/1

B-114/1

KAER

KAER

EC

EC

EC

CEOO

CEOO

CEOO

CEOO

CTAI

KAER

December
1996

December
1996

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97
Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Janauary-97

Power
Outage-97

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated
during
testing

eliminated

eliminated
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Leakage along cable penetrations
between A-004/2 and A-014/1

K-l 1/5 leakage along flange seam

Re-seal man-hole hatch infront of
"G/K" 1G-1

Leakage through seal of man-hole
hatch in front of "g/k" 1B-4

Leakage from "burn-through' of
air duct along the support in front
of the first gate-valve

Connector/terminal improperly
possitioned 1B-4

Re-seal flange in front of "g/k 1A-
4/3

Leakage along cable penetration
near door A-103/1

Re-seal flange K-12/5

Leakages along perimeter of
piston/rod penetrations

Leakages along two cut
penetrations in the left corner
behind armour 1PK-1

Leakage along two cable
penetrations (to the left-over the
door)

Leakage along flange of piping
conduit DU57 (under the support
next to hatch GCH-2)

Leakage along flange of feedwater
conduit 1 PG-3

A-004/2

A-301

A-304

B-213/1

b-213/1

B-213/1

A-304

B-105/1

A-106/1

A-107/1

A-108/1

A-503/1

A-301

mark 14
machine
hall

CTAI

CEOO

CEOO

CEOO

CEOO

CTAI

CEOO

CTAI

CEOO

KAER

KAER

CTAI

KAER

KAER

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

before power
start-up of
unit

Power
Outage-97

January-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

Power
Outage-97

January-97

December-96

before power
start-up of
unit

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated

eliminated
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32.

33.

Leakage along flange of reserve
opening (emergency opening)
DU400 on the wall behind piping
conduits for feedwater 1PG-1-3

Escape of air through KID of the
ventillation system P-4

mark 14
machine
hall

E-501

KAER December-96

fabricate
hermetic
valves

Director GLSB CNIP Petkevich T.I.
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ATOMHaa 3neKTpbcraHDpHa:

TEJIE^AKC

KoMy: Dr.

Osqaiaz

Tens^oH:

Oaxc: •

George Greene

BNLflJSA)

516-344-2296

516-344-3526

OTKoro:

Teaman:

<I>aKc:

,AaTa: fO

Hcxojssmoafi*

FjiaBHoro HHxeHepa

(81«2)-6&-351

(81S-32>68JL40

^incno crpaHHn, BKino^aa xsiyn&ByEo: 8

r.
HanpaBoiaio BaM aicr 0 6 BEBxeipaJi&HBix HcntiTaBcaax repMooe^eMa (TO) 6jioKa I nocice

intaHOBoro peMosra 6noKa. BbraojraeHHwe paSoTti no peMOHry E peKOHcrpyKHHH
cHcreMM repMeTEraHOro oipasyxsfias npuBenE. K cymecrBeHHOMy CSSJKSBSDO BBUHHEBCW

H3 TO. QnHaKO no-npeacBteMy 6ojn>niHe DpoTenKH BO3,syxa B O BpeMS EtcimraHBDa: Ha6ino^i;a-
jiacfc Hepe3 cHcrreMEi BeffnamaipDEi: TO. I

Bo BpeMS yanoTBteaHH JEKJKOB nocsie peKOHcrpyKccaH BBisrcHEDiocfe, HTO wia KaHeciBeHHOi'o
HX ynnoTHeHHH Heo6xoOTo«ia pesHHa MeH&xneg xBepaocra, HSM Ta, nrro yxce 6Bina paHee Bajyca
nocraBJieHa Ha Kojn><3cyK> A 3 C H pa3MepoM 15x20 MM (BMecro 15x30). I lpo iny Bac paccMoir-
pen> Bonpoc o BOSMOJKHOCIH nocraBKH TaKOH pe3BHfci Ha K A 3 C . Heo6xoOTMoe KoatEraeciBO
pe3HHEi yKa3aHO B $aKce KOJIBCKOH A 3 C >fei 1/8-448 OT 16.10.96r. . \

B eaKeHe»enbHOM oTHere o npoaeaiaHHoS: pa6oTe OT 25.10.96r. n o MeagiyHapoflaoH n p b -
rpajovte n o s#epHOH gesonacHocxH, nojgroroBneHHOM PNNL (C3IIA, RersDiaHn, nrraT BamHBr-
TOH) yKa3aHO, *rro nepcoHajioM; AproHCKofi- Han^toHanBHoS Jla6opaTopHH (ANL) HOHTOTOB-

jieH flnsc A 3 C BeHtpHH oiHex «Harpy3KH Ha KOHTafiBMeHT H crpyKrypHaa peaKDoas jpia as|a-
P H H c pa3pBiBOM TpySonpoBoaa 6oj&moro OTtaMerpa^Ha,A3C c pearaoppM BB3P-440/21$»
(Jeff Binder, ANL, 630-252-7265). Ilponry Bac oKa^axi' coaegciBHe B HatrpaBJieHHH Ha

A 3 C 3K3eMniiapa STOro oxsera Ana ero H3yieHHH H B03MO3KHoro Hcnoji&3OBaH)HH.

UpHiioaceHHe: A K T >fel82-96/DJEGHII OT 04.12.96r. 0 6 HHTerpaatHbix HcitBrraHHax repMO-j
o&teMa (TO) 6JiOKa 1 nocaie jraraHOBoro peMOHra SxtOKa Ha 7 jnacrax B 1 3id3.

B.B.
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UEPE^BHB im&EKTOB TEPMOOrPAmilEHJBX. BhlHBJIl
IIPH HCII&ITAHHZX TO B 1996z.

MX

n/n HOM.
OXB. 3a

ycrpaHe
fine

CpoK ycr-
HHS

BBIHBJIEHO BPH BAKyyMHPOBAHJBH
1. ItponycK BQ3gyxa no cag&HBKy K-l I/I A-105/I II3OO HainryBa ycrpaHeao

nponycKBO3gyxa no cang>HHKy K-12/14 A-109/1 iysoo ycrpaaeao
3. He HaerpoeH KOHneKHK K-l 1/18 A-108/1 UTAH
4. B-304

1B-I nepegr/k IF-l
upoo imP-97

TCTH BO3flyxa no CB. urny wc/y 3aKiraa-
g Tpy6onpoBo.gaMH Tex.

1B-005 KA3P
1996r.

6. e(j>eKT OSJIHUOBKH Ha mromaffKe 06-

IIK KO, OTM. 10.5 (3a
A-101/1 KA3P nyraca ycrpaHeHo

1P-17/4)
7. TCTOE. no yinroTHeHHK> .EpsepB:

A - I O I / I H A-108/1
A-101/1 ycrpaaceHo

[̂ê ieaEcr O6JIHHOBKH n a nnorna^Ke 06-
IIK KO, OTM. 10.5 (3 a

. KOpo6o&t)

A-101/1 K A 3 P nycKa ycrpaHgffo

9.
H naponpoBQjaoB

A-101/1
A-002/1

KA3P ycipaHeao

10. ^e^eKT O6J3BHOBKE; Ha onope BE
(

KA3P nyoca ycrpaHeflo

11. 6JIHIIOBKH Ha onope BE
OT flBepg 5ggace K KO)

A-502/I KA3P ffp ycrpaHeHo

12. 06-
IIK KO noa 6anKOH (Ha

creHe, npoTgBonojioagHQH aecfr. 6)

A-101/1 K A 3 P 3 0 nycKa ycTpaHeaaco

13. IIoTOK BO3,nyxa BS
gy!50 B nojiy nqnfKO j

A-101/1 ^^p npHBapeHa
3aiJiyxjmca

14. ^ra 3a KO A-101/1 KA3P nycKa

15. OSJIHUOBKH creHti 3a KO Ha A-101/1 KA3P

16. Tent no BepxHeiay KapMasy 3aMKa jme-
PH M/y A-l02/1 -A-103/1 ^

A-102/1 KA3P nycKa ycrpaHeHO

17. B nojiy noa cTeano^t KHTJDj
IP-Z'SxeHEno:

(150*150)

jaBaoT A-102/1 KA3P #0 nyraca ycxpaHeno

IS. Te^H no sarnyiOKaM ̂ etHper Tpy6
,Z£y25Q Ha BHyrp. crreHe BQ3Jie 1P-2/6

KA3P nyoca ycrpaHenab

19, TpanaM HOM. A-l 03/1 A-102/1
A-l 03/1

CK-40
20. Cn;a6aa Teq£ no

HOMV

TTO 3arepMem-
3HpOBaHO I

21 . Te*3H
cjresa OT

Ka6exa>HfciM
(2 H 3 CHH3y)

A-I03/1 ITTAH
1996r.

ycxpaHeHQ

2Z no cBapnoMy nmy M/y
H O6JIHHOBKOH B yriry jl-s. rrpy6a CHH3y)

A-l 03/1 K A 3 P nycaca ycrpaHeHo:

23. ,E[etj>eKT o6nHE[OBKH Ha cxeHe 3a 1P-1/3 A-3O2/I K A 3 P nycKa ycrpaneHOj

1
...» t-

_:• :•;•:.•-. V-



n/n

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31 .

32 .

3 3 .

34 .

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

4 1 .

42 .

4 3 .

44.

45.

46.

47.

HaHMeHOB aHHe

JJfifyeKihi CBapHfcix nmoB Ha nocraMeH-
T e H £ p ;
JJpfyeKTbi o6jnanoBKH npoeMa jnoica Haa
Htfp
Te«n> no JieBOMy Hro-KHeMy yrny x&epa
M/yA-102/lnA-204/l
flBa fl«J)eKra cBapsobix nmoB no nepa-
Merpy 1P-2/4
Te«o> no npoxo,mce (Bosne naHejra 43)

JJfia ae<Jeicra OOJIHUOBKH. B nojiy B pafi-
OHe nenra 6
TCTO> no jD(ByM nmaM B nojry B pafioHe
Henna 6
fle4)eKT O6JIHHOBKH 3 a EDT-4 Ha craae y
jieciHJdujjbi noff. infomajpcoH
,ZJeij)eKT OSHHHOBKH nojia 3a xojio,zmofi
HHTKOS riT-3 y KOJioHHBi mromarijaa
I i r (oob 32)
fle^JeKT npOXOflJCH >fe5 (BTOpofi CHH3y
paa npoxoaoK) cneBa OT Bxo^a B A-
213/1
^[ec^eKT o6jTBCaOBKH 1IO UpKMtrKaHEK)
noji-creHa Me*ay ZIT-2 H JJT-3 (ocb 34)
^e^eicr O6JIHHOBKH no npBaa.iKaHHK>
rioji-creHa 3a i l l -1 (cjieBa or Ka6ejn>-
HOH Tpaccbi)
JXetyexr o6mniOBKH crenti 3a Tpy6avtK
3a ELF-1 (HaA BBDCOAOM Tpy6oK KHFT)
T M B no oSpaMTieHBK) onopti nojx
rT[H-2,3
RetyeKTbt B o6paMJieHHH npoeMa ropa-
Heg F33 3neTjra (Meay^y 6OKCOM H na-
JiySofi)
^e^eicr o6nHHOBKH 3 a flBepbK) HOA
yrojncoM
Te*iH H3-noa 6OJITOB (JuiaHneB K-12/5 H
K-ll/4
T c m no aByM Ka6enbHfciM npoxojKaM
Ha« flBeptio
TeHB no (Juianny ipy6HOH npoxoflKH s
A-012/1 (careBa OT Bxojmofi HBepH)
>5«J)eKr o6nHEjOBKH crreHti wt/y A-013/1

H A - 0 0 2 / 1 "jx'p0tV"W
Teqi> no CBapHowry nmy H ynjfooaiaK -̂
meH noBepxHocre Tpana
fleiJeKT O6JIHHOBKH Ha noTOjnce Meaŷ y
1111-6 H Ka6ejo>Hofi maxxofi
Tem, no ̂ nasuy Tpy6onpoBO«HOH
npoxoflKH 3a 11J1-2 (3M OT Hma KOHB-
neBOH nnomajncH)
3a 1 n r - 2 Te^H no HByM ̂ nasnata Tpy-
6onpoBOimMX npoxojxoK

>L-n. i<rr

noM.

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-102/1

A-002
OTM. -1.8
A-002
OTM. -1.8
A-002
OTM. -1-8

A-002
OTM. -1 .8

A-002
OTM. - 1 . 8

A-002
OTM. - ] .8

A-002
OTM. -1.8
A-002
OTM. - 1 . 8

A-002
OTM. - 1 . 8

A-002
OTM. -1.8

A-002
OTM. - 1 . 8

A-105/1

A-106/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

A-013/1

A-002/1
Bepx
A-002/1
Bepx

A-002/1
Bepx

OTB. 3a
ycrpaHe

HHe

KA3P

KA3P

IWP

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

U3OO

H;TAH

KA3P

KA3P

^ ^ p

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

Qpox ycr-
paneHHH

^ 0 nycaca
SjiOKa

nnp-97

nnp-97
ffp nycKa
6jiOKa
«o nyesa
6noKa
flo nyaca
6jfioKa
flo nyoca
6noKa
n*o nyoca
6noKa
flo nyoca
6jiOKa

flo nycKa
6noKa

no nycata
6aoKa
ff.o nycKa
6jioKa

flo nycKa
6jioKa
RO nycKa
6jiOKa
^0 nycKa
6noKa

niIP-97

Ao HaimyBa

iinp-yv

iHiP-97

iuiP-97

flonaAnyBa

^0 nycKa
6jioxa
flo nyoca
6noKa

RO nycKa
6jioKa

IIpHMeHa-
HHe ]

ycrpaHeH;o
i

ycrpaHeHC)
i

ycrpaHeHp

ycrpaHeHb

ycrpaHeHO
i

ycrpaHeHO

ycrpaHeHO
i

ycrpaHeHO

1

ycrrpajaeHO

ycrpaHeHO

ycxpaHenp
i

ycrpaneHd

ycrpaneHO

ycrpaHeno:
i
i

i

ycrpaHeHo;

ycrpaHeHO;
i

I

Tpan oTpe-
BEBOBaH i
ycrpaHeHO;

ycrpaHeHOi

i
ycTpaneno;



4 8 .

49.

50,

51 .

52.

5 3 .

54.

5 5 .

56 .

5 7 .
58 .

59 .

60 .
6 1 .

62 .

63.

64 .

65 .

66.

61.

68.

69.

70 .

3a l l l l - 3 #Ba fle^ercra O6JJHD;OBKH Ha
cxeHe (OKOJIO BepxHea TDioma,UKH: 06-

JHpa xetyejcra irpoxo^oK Ha crreHe BO3Jie
KO
Refyesa: OSJEHHOBKH Ha creHe OKOJIO
36pXH5B[ TTTTOiTTa F1K"M o6cJJTfOKHBaH2£
lTIT-l (OKOJIO Tpy6onpoB02;a HHTa-
•rejBbHog BOJH, c Topna EET-l)
fle^eKT o6imnoBKH Ha creae Bflojn,
inT-1 (OKOJIO ipy6onpoBoaa nHTa-
TeJODbHOJa BOJTbl)

^e^SKr o6JTHHOBKHHa creHe ss/y I J T - 5

H nnomaoKOH B3pBiBH&ix KnananoB

Ĵ e(|»eKT O6JIHD,OBKH paaoM c onopofi
Tpy6onpoBOjj;a nHTaTeicbHOH Boajbi M/y

nr-5 H nr-6
,H6(j)6Krr ofi ii n i tfiTtytt Hafl ixpoxojncaMH
naponpoBOffOB Ha OTM. 14.0
.Qe^eKX o6jnmoBKH pstRowc c onopoS
Tpy6onpoBOHa cnpHHKJiepHOH CHcreMti

sa nr-6
Te*£b ••lepes HE.txa'reJibHi.ie JDFOHKH 6HO-

Jionr=tecKOH 3antHTbi Ha noTOirce

HeSoJitmaa Teni B npoxoijKe JHy200 '
3aMeHHTb BBHT BepxHeS KpeMan&epfci

Tens no ^JiaHuaM npoxo^oK IY1-
9?12,19
Te*a> no ynnoiHeHHio jnoKa aa^ HAp-1
OxrJiymHXb Tpan A-31 I/I ox Tpana A-
303/1
Tesoa no Ka6ejrbHbiM npoxoujcaw (3nrr."
BO3Jie flBepa noM. A-502/1
TpcmEcsa CBapHoro ictBa Ha miomaflKe

BO3JI6 ITSCTH M I'̂ KT jc KJxanaH~~3aFJiynncaM

Te*n> H3 oTBepcraa (10MM) Ha BepxHda
miomajiKSj JisBas cxsHa

3a mr-4
Te<5Gb no Ka6eaBHog npoxogK© (lirpySa
(jreBaa cresa)
Tent, no KaSejibHOH rrpoxoflKe (lTpy6a"
(npoxoasa Haa flBeptio) 3-205
Te^B no Ka6en&Hog npoxojoce (lTpy6a
(npoxosjca naa ff&epi&o) 3-219
TCTS, DO Ka6ejn>HOH rtpoxoiiKe (5 Tpy6)
3-8
Tent no Ka6eJibHofi npoxoaKe (2
Tpy6ti) 3-54

noM.

A-002/1
Bepx

A-101/1

A-002/1

A-002/1
sepx

A-002/1
Bepx

A-002/1
Bepx

A-002/1
Bepx
A-002/1
Bepx

A-001/1

A-001/I
A-004/1

A-106/1

A-301
A-303/1

A-501/1

A-002/L
Bepx

A-207/1

A-002/1

A-104/1

A-308/1

A-502/1

A-002/1

A-013/1

OTB. sa
ycrpaHe

HHc

KA.3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P
UUP

KA3P

TTO
UUP

UTAH •

KA3P

KA3P

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

CpoK ycx-
paHeHHa

,n;o irycKa

ao nycaca

E.O nycKa

^o nycaca
6jioKa

JJ;O nycKa

JJ;O nycKa

eSoKa nyCKa

ao nycKa

nnp-97

nnp-97

1996r.
nnp-97
flOHaroyBa

nnp-97

SnoKa

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

;
ycrpaHeHoj

ycipaseHoj

ycrpaHeH

ycrpaHeH

ycrpaHeH

ycrpaHeae

ycxpaHeE

ycxpaaeB

0

I
i

6

i

P

0

. 0

to

no OXJX^JI&-
HfeTM isepo-

i
ycrpaHeEto

i

BJ>mojn|eHO

ycrpaHeHo

ycTpaneHo

ycrpaHCHO

ycrpaHeHO

ycrpaHeHO

ycnpaHeHO

ycrpakeHO

ycipefaaeHO

i



1\.\S1^L.-*. X\L 1

MB
n/n

7 1 .

72 .

HaHMeHOBaraae

Ten, no Ka6en&HOH npoxo,2nce (5 Tpy6)
3-7 :
Ten . no Ka6em>HOH npoxoflKe 3-6 a

]sfe>6
noM.

A-004/1

A-004/2

OXB. 3a
ycipaHe

HBe
IJ;TAK

UTAH

CppK ytrr-
paHeBDH3

IlIIP-97

nnp-97

npHM^ia-
HHej

I

ycrpaHejao
"i

ycxpaHeko
BLWBJIEHO IIPH HAWTSHE

1.

2.

3 .

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

31.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Cna6aji Tent no pe3epBHHM Ka6eni>-
HfciM npoxojjKaM (nepBaa npoxo^Ka ox
Bxoaa c JieBO& cropoHti B nony)
Te*n> n o Ka6exa>HOH npoxofljee -
2 Tpy6bi (cjieBa Ha crreHe HanpoiKB
CK-9 HBM)
Ten, no Ka6enBHOH npoxoflice -5 Tpy5
(Ha Bep-reocanBHOH erase HanpoxBB
CK-4 HBM), He o6TaHy-nj 3arJrynncH
Bcex pe3epBHtix npoxoaoK.
T e i t no Ka6ejn>HOH npoxonKe -
13 Tpy6 (aa BepTHKajQ>HOH creHe Ha-
npoTHB HZCK-6).
Tegi, no pe3epBHO& Ka6ejn*HOH n p o -
xo^Ke
Ten, no Ka6ejn.nofi npoxo^xe (cnpaBa
WBXHSUI KpaHHast)
Tent no (JjjiaHny Tpy6onpoBOAHo6
npoxojnaa H3 A-306/1 B A-502/1
TeHH no (JuiaHnaM. Tpy6onpoBoaoB I1K
CY3
HennoTHocTb jnona Ha« HJIp-1
T e a no Ka6em>HOH npoxo^oce (BTopaa
no xofly)
Te«o> no Ka6ejn>HOH npoxo^Ke
(nocjieflHfla)
l-P-1-5:
- T « a n o pa3i,eMy GpoHemnrrfci;
-xe«3Eb H3-no.it npHSKHMEoro jinaHua
cajrbHHKa B BepxHefi nacxH
l-P-1-4:
-TCD, '03-nop. npsracHMHoro KOJiBna;
-Teifc n o napyaaaoMy Kpaio Koja>ija;
-Teib n o ynnoTHeHHio cwtbtyona..

TetH no (JuiaHnaM Tpy6onpoBOjiOB xex.
BOflbl
- 1 P 1 - 3 B X . ;
-p*HOM c apMaTypofi IT-16/2;
-1P-I-1 pzjxoa c apMaxypofi 1T-17/1
Te<n. no ymrcrrHemiio jcoKa-jia3a B B O S -
ayxoBOfl P-l
TeiH no Ka6eni,Hi>iM npoxojncaM
(Basepxy) M/y A-103/I H B-l 14/1
Te^B no < ĴiaHHy TpySii (cneBa)

Te^H no Ka6enBHi>rM npoxojKaM M/y A -
004/2 H A - 0 14/1

A-203/1

A-203/1

A-203/1

A-203/1

A-008/1

A-008/2

A-502/1

A-108/1

A-301
3-002/4

3-002/4

B-005/1

B-005/1

B-005/1

B-004/1

B-l 14/1

B-114/1

A-004/2

LTTAH

IJ;TAM

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

UTAH

KA3P

KA3P

TTO
3 U

3 U

U3OO

U3OO

U3OO

U3OO

UTAH

KA3P

UTAH

HHBapi,
I997r.

aHBapB
1997r.

jaHBapi,
1997r.

aHBapb
1997r.

aHBapb
1997r.
XHBapB
1997r.
AeKa6pt
1996r.
#eKa6pfc
1996r.
nnp-97
nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97
IHTP-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

jniBapi,
1997r.
nnp-97

nnp-97

ycipaHe

ycipaH©

ycTpaaea

ycrpaHei

ycrpaHei

ycrpaHei

so

ao

BCO

IO

ao

JO

ycxpaHeHO

ycTpaHeHo

ycrpaHeHO

ycipaHeHo B
xo«e Hcm>i-
TaHHH !
ycrpaHeiao

i

ycrpaHeHO

ycrrpaHeHO



JNfe.
n/n

19.

20.

21.

22,

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

'HaHMBHOBaHHe

K-lI/5-Te^no -^anneBOMy pa3*eMy

nepeyroiOTHHTb JnoK-aia3 nepea r/k
ir-1
nepe^r/K 1B-4
T e n . i s npoacora BO3ayxoBOHa Ha
onope nepe,n; nspBOH mHoepHOH 3 a-

He HacrpoeH KDBn,mm: 1B-4

VnsoxBaaxB c[m3H€n. nepcA r/K 1A-4/3

Te^B no Ka5eriBHOH npoxo«Ke Bosue
jmepaA-103/1
3^IUIOTSUTE> c^Jiajisn K-12/5

Te»sa no nspsMexpy HITOKOBBIS npoxo-

TS^K no asyM paspesaHKfcrM npoxos-
KaM B JieBOM ynry 3a apMaTypon 1IIK-1
Tent n o "ByM Ka6encbEDbiM ErpoxonjKaM
(cneBa BBepxy o x jOBepH.)
Te«3Db no AjiaHny xpySonpoBoita fly57
(pop nocrawceHTOM pa^oM c IQOKOM

Tent no $JiaHny nHraTejn>Horo Tpy6o-
upoBOita. 1 i l l -3
Tent n o ^JiaHny pe3epBHofi npoxo^KH
Hy400 Ha creae 3 a Tpy6onpoBoaoM
TJHTaT6Jn»HOH BÔ Xfal 11JL1 -1-3
nponycK BO3j^yxa iqpe3 KHJJ&i BeHT.
CHcreMH II-4

noM.

A-301

A-304

B-213/1

B-213/1

B-213/1

A-304

B-105/1

A-106/1

A-107/1

A-108/1

A-503/1

A-301

OTM. 1 4

OTM. 14

3-501

OTB. sa
ycipaHe

HHe
E[3OO

nsoo
1^300

u;3oo

MTAH

ipoo

HTAK

I53OO

KA3P

KA3P

ITTAH

KA3P

KA3P

KA3P

QpoK ycr-

nnp-97

nnp-97

nnp-97

imp-97

pp nytaca

nnp-97

SSSSapb
1997r.
IHIP-97

imp=97

nnp-97

1997r.

1996rr

HP nycKa

1996r.

!
npHM^1

ycrpaHei

ycspane]

ycrpaHei

ycxpaHea

CMOilTiipC
repMOKJia
aashJ

IO

IO

CO

IO

SaJLp

I

TJIC5 T.H.



ATTACHMENT 7

Request for Additional Material for Leaktightness Improvements
Kola Units 1,2

(English and Russian)



To: Dr. George Greene

Company:

Telephone::

Fax:

From: Omel'shuk V.V.
Chief Engineer

Telephone:

Fax:

Date: 10/16/96
Ident. No. 11/8-448
No. Of Pages, including cover sheet: 2

Dear Mr. Greene!

During the past few years at the Kola Nuclear Power Plant a lot of work has been
completed with regard to containment leak tightness. We are succesfully using materials and
equipment made by USA companies, and supplied to the Kola NPP within the framework of the
Intemationai Nuclear Safety Program. However, at this time ,these materials have either finished
( r%^arflm|tgas^fsf/since the result of reconstructing the trap doors is requiring twice (2) the
number of gaskets), or because their functional use has come to an end (which concerns
sealants).

In order to successfully continue with our work on increasing containment leak-tightness
of units 1,21 would like to request that you consider supplying the Kola NPP within the
framework of the Intemationai Nuclear Safety Program, with materials and equipment that is
listed in the attachment to this Fax.

Attachment: materials and equipment that are required (necessary) for the continuation of
work for containment leak-tightness at the Kola NPP.

With Respect
Chief Engineer V.V. Omel'chuk

Translated by Helen Todosow
For G. Greene
Dec. 2, 1996



Attachment 1.

Materials and equipment required by the Kola NPP for continuing work in containment
ieak-tighness for Units 1,2

Unit 1.

Item/name

1 .Rubber seals:
- for doors
- for hatches
- for hatches of the "central
air system(?)"
- for the reactor header/cap

2. Sealants;
-"carboline-163"
-45 V

3. Hermetic valves for the
ventilation system.

Required amount

100m
500m
100m
25m

50 units/sets
5 units/sets

2 items
2 items
2 items
16 items

size/dimensions

15x50 mm
15 x30 mm
12 x 12 mm

030 mm

Du 1000 (?)
Du 250 (?)
Du 350 (?)
Du 500 (?)

Unit 2

Item /name

1. Rubber seals:
- for doors
- for hatches
- for hatches of the "central
air system(?)"

2. Sealants;
- Carboline-163 (?)
- 45 V

Required amount

50m
250m
50m
25m

50 units/sets
5 units/sets

Dimensions/size

15x50 mm
15x30 mm
12 x 12 mm

030 mm



3.Manual drive for hermetic
valves with pneumatic drives
for the ventilation system "P-
4" assembled at Unit 2 during
planned outage -96.

2 items Du 1000

Director of CNEP Paradnikov, G.S.
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ATOI

TEJIEO>A;
Koiwy:

Tene(|>oH:

d>3KC:

Dr.George Greene

BNL (USA.)

516-344-2296

516-344-3526

O T

q>a

Aa '
He;

tecjx

ice:

10a

CTpaHHU,

-

11/8- • f Jr1

Ksano^aa TMryjitHyK): 2

r.

B nocne^HHe TOABI Ha KOJIBCKOH A 3 C BtmojiHeH 6ojn»niofi oSteM pa6oT
no repMeTH3au;HH noMemeHHH repMoo6i.eMa. C ycnexoM rcpHMeHHioTcx MaTepna-
JILT H oGopyaoBaHHe npon3BoncTBa KOMnaHHH CIIIA, nocraBJieHHtie Ha KOJU.-

CKyio A 3 C B paMKax MexcffyHapo^HOH IIporpaMMW JI^epHofi Be3onacHocrH. Ozc-
Hajco K HacroameMy MOMeHTy STH MaTepHanBi j m 6 o 3aKOHHHjiHCi> (Kacaercs pe3H-
HOBBTX ynjTOTHeHMH, T.K. B pe3yju>TaTe peKOHcrpyKUHH JHOKOB pacxoA pe3HHOBi>rx
ynjioTHeffKH yBejiHHHBaerrca B 2 pa3a), J IH6O 3aKOHHHJica HX qpox
(Kacaerca repMeTHKOB).

J\JVSL ycneiiiHoro nponoji^ceHHH pa6oT n o noBBnuemiK)
6HOKOB \y2 npo iny Bac paccMOTpert Bonpoc o nocTaBKe Ha

A 3 C B paMKax McxayHaponHOH nporpaMMti ilAepHoif Be3onacHocTH
H o6opy/ioBaHHS, npencraBJieHHtix B npHJiojKeHHH K

A3C

C

MaTepHajibT H oGopyaoBaHHe, HeoSxo^HMbie
pa6oT n o repMeTH3amm KOH(|)aHHMeHTa.

B.B.

,29-71
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H ooopyziOBaHHe, HeoSxo/iHMbie KOJIBCKOH A 3 C
pa6oT no repMenoauHH KOH^aHHMeirra SJIOKOB 1,2

Rnoic 1.
HaHMeHOBaHne

L. Pe3HH0Bbie ymiOTHeHMH:
- iuia jcBepew
- JIflS. JOOKOB

*JWX jnoKOB CBO-1

- jura KOJinaKa peairropa
2. TepMeTHKH:
- Kap6o.naHH-163
-45B
3. FepMOKJianaHia CHCTCM
BCHTHJMUHH.

Heo5xoaMMoe KOJDrstecTBO

100M

500M

100M

25M

50 KOMTUieKTOB
5 KOMIUteKTOB

2mT.

2DIT.

2nrr.
16lHT.

Pa3t&ep

15x50 MM
15x30 MM
12x12 MM
0 3 0 MM

^ 1 0 0 0

JIY250
fly350
flv500

EJIOK 2

HaHMeHOBaHHe

1. Pe3HHOBbie yn/tOTHeiiHs:
- fljia flBepen
- PJVl niOKOB

- ana JHOKOB CBO-1

- ana KOJinaxa peaicropa
2. repMervocvi:
- Kap5ojiafiH-163
-45B
3 . P y r o o H npMBOA zuw r e p -
MOKnanaHOB c nHeBMonpMBO-
HOM BeHTHJIHUHOHHOH CHCTe-
Mb! f I - 4 , CMOHTHpOBaHHblX Ha

6/iOKe 2 B niIP-96.

Heo6xonHMoe KOJiiraecTBO

5 0 M

250M

5 0 M

25M

50 KOMUJieKTOB
5 KOMTUieKTOB

2 JJIT.

Pa3Mep

15x50 MM
15x30 MM
12x12 MM
0 3 0 MM

fly1000

v// r.C.



ATTACHMENT 8

Request from Kola NPP to B&R for Manual Isolation Valves
Kola Unit 2

(English and Russian)



KOLA -ATOMIC KOLA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

TELE-FAX

TO:
Mr. R. Chuebon

COMPANY:
U.S.A

Burns & Roe
TELEPHONE:

201-986-4226

FAX:
201-986-4210

FROiM:

TELEPHONE:

FAX:

DATE:

ISSUE no.
NUMBER OF
COVERPAGE

OMEL'CHUK, V.V.
Chief Engineer
815-32-68-351

815-32-68-140

(Nov ??) 05/96

11/8-204
PAGES INCL.
; 2

Concerning additional manual drives for
pneumatically controlled hermetic valves
for the Kola NPP, unit 2.

Dear Mr. Chuebon;

During the final phase of the contract between the company "Bums & R.oe" and "Enertech" and
in addition between "Bums & Roe" and the Kola NPP, and during the development of the
technical specifications for hermetic valves, a detailed description of the operation of the valves
was not available, in order to be able to unambiguously determine the functioning of the valves
under various conditions. In addition, specialist at the Kola NPP, were not previously familiar
with the principles of operation of the pneumatic drives of the hermetic valves (pneumatically
controlled hermetic valves) made in the USA.

After receiving and carefully analyzing the complete collection of documents, concerning the
functioning of the hermetic valves with pneumatic drives (pneumatically driven hermetic valves),
it was detennined that in the case of a unanticipated {unauthorized) cut-off of pressurized air-flow
or electrical current to the pneumatic drive, the valves close-shut, and it is impossible to open
them.

According to the plans for Unit 2 of the Kola NPP the air-flow into the pressurized system during



plant operations and during planned outages of the unit is accomplished only by the ventilation of
the P-4 system, where the given hermetic valves are being installed. The shut-off of air flow to
the steam generator "box" (room) during various operating conditions of the unit is unacceptable
for the following reasons:

1. During power operations of the unit, the closing of valves (even only one out of two)
during non-accident situations, and the inability of opening them, results in the full shut-off of air
supply to the pressure system (?), and as a result, leads to the increase in temperature in the steam
generator "box" (hall/room) and on the deck of the main circulating pumps, which in turn, leads
to the necessary shutdown of the unit.

2. The shut-off of air supply to the steam generator in the case of the closing of hermetic
valves during a planned outage of the unit, leads to a worsening of working conditions for plant
personnel (increased temperatures, humidity, a worsening of the radiation conditions) in the steam
generator hall.

As a consequence of the above, it becomes imperative to have a mechanism for manually
opening the valves in the event of their unanticipated closure during non-accident situations.

Based on the information from Burns & Roe representatives and from brochures from
"Enertech," it turns out that there are manual drives for hermetic valves, which can be retrofitted
to the already installed hermetic valves.

I ask that you consider the installation of two manual drives for hermetic valves with
pneumatic drives for system P-4 of unit 2 of the Kola NPP, as a form of technical assistance
within the framework of the Lisbon Initiative.

With Respect,

Chief Engineer V.V. Omel'chuk
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i- Касается дополнительных i , • •
[.: ручных приводов для гермоклапанов
j ' с пневмоприводом блока 2 Кольской АЭС.

\- : • • Уважаемый г. Шубеи!

;. На этапе заключения контракта между компанией «Bums aad Roc» и «Enenech» и затем
(между «Bums and Roe» и Кольской АЭС и во время разработки техш^ческой спецификации
•|по гермоклапанамне хватало подробного описания работы клапанов, чтобы однозначно
[оценить работу клапана в различных режимах. Креме того, специалисты КА'ЭС не были
[ранее знакомы с принципами 'работы пневмоприводов гермоклапанов производства
| С Ш А . • : ; ••

\ После получения и детального анализа полного комплекта документов. касающихся
1работы гермоклапанов с пневмоприводом, было выявлено, что в случае несанкциониро-
ванного прекращения подачи сжатого воздуха или электропитания на пневмоприводы
•{клапаны закрываются и их невозможно открыть. . ; • •
[•-. По проекту на блоке 2 КАЭС приток воздуха в гермообъем при работе блока на мощ-
ности и во время планового ремонта (ППР) блока осуществляется только вент, системой
;П-4, на которой устанавливаются'данные гермоклапаны. Прекращение тюдачи воздуха в
!бокс парогенераторов (ПГ) при различных режим ах'работы блока недопустимо по сле-
дующим причинам: • ' • ; •• ' :
Г 1. при работе блока на мощности закрытие клапана (даже, одного из двух) в неаварий-
'ной ситуации и невозможность его открытия приводит к полному прекращению подачи
!приточного воздуха в гермообъем и, как следствие, к росту температуры в боксе ПГ.и на
гпалубе главных циркуляционных насосов (ГЦН), что'в свою-очередь приведет к неовхо-
I димо ста останова блока; ' ' ' . ' ; :
I . 2. прекращение подачи приточного воздуха в бокс ПГ в случае закрытия гермоклапана
"во время ППР блока приводит к ухудшению условий работы персонала (повышению тем-
'пературыГвл'а'жностиГухудшению радиапионной обстановки) в боксе ПГ.
I Из вышеприведенного следует, что необходимо иметь приспособление для сткрытил
'клапанов вручную в случае их непредвиденного закрытия в не.гзлрлЛкой curvum-iii.
;:: По информация представителей фирмы «3ums and R.ce:> л ;.з просп:-:-;то^ ;;л[р?.1ь;
!«Eaeiiech» слгдует,!-что существует ручной привод гермсклитнсз. .;:отор:.;Л \;с;.\"~с см.)м-
!тирозать дополнительно на уже'установленных гермоклапанах.
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-'•fj : | . П р о ш у Вас рассмотреть возможность поставки.на К о н с к у ю ' А Э С Б качестве техниче-i
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